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Progression through the cell cycle stages occurs as a temporally coordinated series of events 

that involve the concerted action of both positive and negative acting effectors. In addition, 

the cellular decision to enter and/or exit the cell cycle is the physiological response to a series 

of externa! and interna! stimuli. 

The basic eukaryotic cell cycle is well exemplified by the situation found in yeasts, 

unicellular eukaryotic organisms with a powerful genetics, where many details of the 

molecular framework regulating the transits through the G liS and the G2/M boundaries are 

known. 

Multicellularity requires the superimposition of a number of extra control pathways derived 

from the need to integrate signals as well as from the specific developmental patterns. In 

animals, cell cycle regulators also participate actively in the maintenance of certain 

differentiated status. lnitial studies revealed that basic cell cycle regulators, such as sorne 

cyclins or cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs), are strikingly conserved in animal and plant 

cells. However, plants have unique growth and developmental properties and display a 

specific response to environmental signals and plant hormones. Therefore, it is likely that the 

regulatory pathways controlling cell cycle progression and the exit from active proliferation to 

differentiation in response to growth signals are different from those operating in animal cells. 

In the last 3-4 years, an enormous advance in this field has occurred regarding severa! aspects 

of the plant cell cycle in terms of the identification of new genes encoding cell cycle 

regulators, such as homologs of the human retinoblastoma tumor suppressor protein, novel 

CDKs, or specific COK inhibitors. Now, we are facing an extremely exciting future since 

very recent results are providing us with hints which clearly point to novel roles of cell cycle 

regulators in plant development and body architecture. Which is the molecular basis for the 

significant plasticity of plant cells? Why plant cells are extremely refractary to neoplastic 

transformation? How cell cycle regulators contribute to the maintenance of a particular 

differentiated state and how they contribute to shape the plant body? ,Jhese are just a few 

examples. 

Instituto Juan March (Madrid)
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Another leve! of complexity, unique to plants, comes from the immobility of cells within the 

plant body. The importance of the plane of division and the significant role of cell expansion 

in the generation of plant organs make necessary a strict coordination between cell cycle 

control and the cellular components which provide the framework for cell division, i. e., the 

cytoskeleton. Cytoskeletons are likely involved in the establishment and maintenance of 

pattems during plant cell morphogenesis. Cytokinesis in plant cells is distinct from that in 

animal cells in severa! important aspects. The plane of cell division is presaged by a 

preprophase band which is comprised of microtubules. At the zone marked by the 

preprophase band, the phragmoplast, a complex array of microtubules, microfilaments and 

secretory vesicles, grows through a centrifuga! process giving rise finally to the cell plate that 

divides the two daughter cells. Because cell differentation in plants is often presaged by 

asymmetric cell divisions, the placement of the preprophase band must be regulated by 

signalling events. Actin, tubulins and dynamin-like proteins contribute to develop a functional 

cell plate which is the basis for plant cytokinesis. 

In summary, severa! interesting aspects related to the topics outlined above have been the 

subject of this workshop. A significan! amount of novel results and unpublished data were 

presented. As expected from their potential impact in the field , they triggered active 

discussions throughout the meeting. Based on the directions where the plant cell cycle field is 

moving, we look forward to very exciting developments in the near future . 

Crisanto Gutierrez and Nam-Hai Chua 
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Role of D-type cyclins in cell cycle, development and the control of plant growth 

J.A.H. Murray 
Institute of Biotechnology, University of Cambridge, Tennis Court Road, 
Cambridge, CB2 lQT, UK 

D-type cyclins have been identified in a number of plant species by their ability to 
complement yeast mutants defective in Gl cyclins, or by homology-based criteria. They 
ha ve greatest similarity to D-type cyclins of mammals, although the level of sequence 
homology is low. However they maintain the functional motifs ofthe cyclin box 
(involved in cyclin-CDK interaction), the retinoblastoma protein interaction motif 
(LxCxE in single amino acid code) and generally PEST sequen ces believed to cause 
protein instability. 

D-type cyclins are a major interface between extra-cellular signals and the process of 
commitment to the cell cycle. They are involved in the decision to re-enter the cell 
cycle, and also in the ongoing cycling of cells participating in plant growth. 

Three groups ofD-type cyclins have been identified, termed CycDl, CycD2 and 
CycD3. In many species, more than one member is present, particularly in the CycD3 
subgroup. We have investigated the roles ofCycD genes by their expression regulation 
in response to extemal stimuli, and by modulating their expression in transgenic plants. 

CycD3 is strongly regulated by the growth regulator cytokinin, and overexpression of 
CycD3 in transgenic Arabidopsis makes callus outgrowth frorn leaf explants 
independent of cytokinin. In addition., widespread developmental abnormalities are 
observed. We conclude that CycD3 is involved in the cell division response to 
cytokinin, and its perturbation can affect the pattern of plant growth. 

In contrast the overexpression of CycD2 in transgenic tobacco has been found to 
increase growth rate without altering the structure, dimensions, cell size or morphology 
ofthe plants. This developmental acceleration results from an increased rate ofleaf 
initiation from the earliest stages of growth. 

These results will be discussed in the context ofthe regulation ofthe pattem and rate of 
plant growth. 

Instituto Juan March (Madrid)
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Components of the retinoblastoma pathway and their role in cell cycle 
regulation and growth 

Crisanto GUTIERREZ, Elena RAMIREZ-PARRA, M. Beatrice BONIOTTI, Qi XIE, Andrés P. SANZ
BURGOS, Riccardo MISSICH, Maria del Mar CASTELLANO and Corinne FRÜNDT. 

Centro de Biologfa Molecular "Severo Ochoa" (CSIC-UAM), Universidad Autónoma de 
Madrid, Cantoblando, 28049 Madrid, Spain. E-mail "cgutierrez@cbm.uam.es" 

A variety of interna! and externa! effectors controls plant cell proliferation, growth and 
differentiation. We are interested in understanding the molecular mechanisrns operating 
during cell proliferation and the exit/entry from quiescence, during the G liS transition, and, in 
general, the pathways conferring plasticity to the plant cells. The identification of regulators 
which control cell cycle transitions has been difficult and elusive. We have taken a novel 
approach by studying geminiviruses, small plant DNA viruses, and the coordination ·of their 
replicative cycle to cell cycle regulation. We identified in the wheat dwarf geminivirus 
(WDV, Mastrevirus genus) RepA protein an amino acid motif (LXCXE) which mediates its 
binding to the human retinoblastoma (Rb) tumor suppressor protein (1). This, together with 
the isolation of plant D-type cyclins (2), also containing the LXCXE motif, provided a strong 
evidence suggesting that a Rb-like protein(s) could act as a crucial regulator of plant cell 
cycle. This prediction was confirmed with the isolation of a maize cONA clone encoding 
ZmRbl, a plant Rb protein, as well as with the observation that overexpression of ZmRbl 
strongly inhibits WDV DNA replication in cultured wheat cells (3). Other Rb-related proteins 
have been cloned (4). The availability of plant Rb is currently facilitating the study of 
different aspects ofthe Rb pathway in cell cycle and differentiation (5). 

Although Mastrevirus RepA protein interacts with plant Rb (ZmRbl), Rep protein, 
which also contains the LXCXE motif in its primary sequence, does not. Rep protein from 
other geminivirus genera do not contain a LXCXE Rb-binding motif in their primary 
sequence but, still they interact with Rb (4). Our results support the idea that different 
geminivirus members have evolved two strategies to impinge ori the Rb pathway: sorne of 
them use a LXCXE motif while others rely on a different motif, which we speculate that may 
be related to that involved in the interaction between Rb and E2F. 

To identify Rb-interacting proteins, we have used ZmRbl as a bait in a yeast two-hybrid 
screening. This has allowed us to isolate a plant E2F transcription factor (6). The amino acid 
sequence of plant E2F reveals unique features, in particular the Rb-binding domain. E2F 
mRNA is abundan! in proliferating cells but can also be detected in differentiated cells, 
perhaps suggesting a role for the Rb/E2F pathway in the maintenance of the differentiated 
stage. S mal! differences in the levels of Rb and E2F proteins can be detected throughout the 
cell cycle. We are currently determining whether cell cycle progression rnight be associated ;·:: 
with changes in the Rb phosphorylation leve! and the dependence of Rb and E2F expression·<' 
and accumulation on the nutrient and hormone balance in suspension cultured cells. Progress -~;. 
towards identifying the CDK(s) responsible for Rb phosphorylation will be repo'rted! rü 
Altogether, our results indicate that plants contain Gl/S regulators strikingly related to· thos"td q 
of animal cells, and unrelated to those of yeast cells, and set the ground to define 'th~~ ~ - ; 
function as well asto define the consequences that disruption of this pathway might hav ~ ' o -n- .:cb 
cell cycle, differentiation and plant architecture. - .J .¡¡!ur, 

References ,{- 1·:1 51./. 
l. Xie et al., 1995, EMBO J. 14, 4073 
2. Sonietal.,l995, PlantCell7, 85 ; Dahletal., 1995, PlantCell7, 1847 
3. Xie et al., 1996, EMBO J. 15, 4900 
4. Ach el al., 1997, Mol. Cell Biol, 17, 5077 
5. Gutierrez, 1998, Curr. Opin. Plan! Biol. 1, 492 
6. Ramirez-Parra el al., 1999, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (in press). 
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THE FUNCTION OF PLANT RRB AND RbAp48/MSI PROTEINS IN CELL CYCLE 
REGULA TION, CHROMA TIN REMODELING, AND DEVELOPMENT 

Wilhelm Gruissem 

Department of Plant and Microbial Biology 
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720-3102 (gruissem@nature.Berkeley.e<!l!) 

The product of the retinoblastoma gene, pRB, functions at the transition of G1 toS 
phase in the cell cycle (1). Its primary role is thought to be in the regulation of the E2F 
family of transcription factors which activa te genes that are central to the onset of DNA 
synthesis and S phase progression (2). Recent discoveries of genes for pRB-related 
proteins in Drosophila (3), C. elegans ( 4), and plants (5, 6, 7) indica te that pRB is a central 
part of an evolutionary conserved regulatory system. We showed that the maize RRBl 
protein shares significant biochemical similarity with the human pRB, induding 
binding of 0-cydins, T-antigen and E1A. Mutations in the pocket domains anda 
conserved cysteine in RRB1 ha ve similar effects on binding {5). 

A maize line containing a Mutator (Mu) transposable element in the RRBl locus was 
identified in collaboration with PIONEER HI-BRED, In t. using the Trait Utility System 
for Corn (TUSC). Genomic blot analysis of DNA from RA6 and control seedlings 
suggested that an rrb1 allele segregating in the F2 population of maize line RA6 
contained a M u transposable element. The Mu9 element was inserted in an exon just 
proximal to the B domain, creating the rrbl:Mu9 allele. Preliminary analysis of 
rrbl::Mu9 homozygous (rrbl::Mu9+1+) and heterozygous (rrbl::Mu9+1·) F2 plants shows 
that the development of vegetative and reproductive structures appears to be normal, 
and both male and female flowers are partially fertile. In view of the pseudotetraploid 
origin of maíze that resulted in the redundancy of RRB genes in maize, the lack of a 
phenotype was not unexpected. In contrast, genetic manipulation of the single RRB 
gene in Arabidopsis results in developmental phenotypes. 

Recently, the interaction between chromatin and cell cycle regulation was renewed with 
the discovery of histone acetyltransferases (HAT) and deacetylases (HDA) that can 
modulate chromatin function (8) and interact with Rb {9). HAT and HDA enzymes 
ha ve now been shown to assemble into complexes with RbAp48 and RbAp46, a new 
subfamily of WD-40 proteins that has a1so been found in association with the 
Retinoblastoma tumor suppressor protein (pRb), specific transcription factors, and 
chromatin assembly factor (CAF). Thls subfamily of WD-40 protein is highly conserved 
in pJants, and interaction with pRRBI, a Rb-related protein recently discovered in 
plarits, has been confinned (10). A related WD40 protein in S. cerevísiae, Msilp, 
assQ:<Ziates with CAF and is required for gene silencing in telomeric regions . Genetic 
di.wJ.ption of AtMSil expression. the first plant RbAp48 homologue analyzed in a 
multicellular context, reveals that the protein is required for normal development in 

Arabidopsis. Similar! y, Iin-53, a gene in C. elegans that antagonize the Ras-signaling 
pathway during vulva! induction, encocles a protein similar t9 pRbAp48. Together, it 
emerges that the RbAp48/MSI subfamily of WD-4D proteins nas an important role in 
linking together key regulatory proteins that are in volved in cell cycle control, gene 
expression, and development. Many important questions remain, however, especially 
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how the observed interactions target specific genes to control their transcription during 
cell differentiation. 

l. Weinberg, R A. 1995. The retinoblastoma protein and cell cycle control. Cell 
81:32.3-330. 

2. La Thangue, N. B. 1994. DRTRI/E2F: an expanding family of heterodimeric 
transcription factors implicated in cell-cycle control. Trends Bioch Sci19:108-114. 

3. Du, W., M. Vida!_ J. E. Xie, and N. Dyson. 1996. RBF, a novel RB-related gene that 
regula tes E2F activity and interacts with cyclin E in Drosophila. Genes & 
Devdopment 10:1206-1218 

4. Lu X and Horvitz Hr. 1998. Lin-35- and lin-53, two genes that antagonize a C. 
elegans Ras pathway, encocle proteins similar to Rb and its binding protein 
RbAp48. Cell 96: 981-991 

S. Ach, R, T. Durfee, A. Miller, P. Taranta, L Hanley-Bowdoin, P. Zambryski. and 
W. Gruissem. 1997. RRB1 and RRB2 enrode maize retinoblastoma-related 
proteins that interact with a plant D-type cydin and geminivirus replication 
protein. Mol Cell Biol17:5077-5086. 

6. Gra.fL G., R J. Bumett, T. Helenljaris, B. A. Larkins, J. A. Decaprio, W. R Sellers, 
and W. G. Kaelin, Jr. 1996. A maize cDNA encoding a member of the 
retinoblastoma protein family: Involvement in endcireduplication. Proc Natl 
Acad Sci USA 93:8962-8967 

· 7. Xie, Q:, A. P. Sanz-Burgos, G. J. Hannon, and C. Gutierrez. 1996. Plant cells 
contain a novel member of the retinoblastoma family of growth regulatory 
proteins. EMBO J 15:4900-4908 

8. Struhl, K 1998. Histone acetylation and transcriptional regulatory mechanisms. 
Genes & Development U:599-606. 

9. Taya.. Y. 1997. RB kinases and RB-binding proteins: new points of view. Trends , :
in Biochemical Sciences 22:14-17. 

10. Ach, R, P. Taranta, and W. Gruissem. 1997. A conserved family of WD-40 _. · '.iJ 
proteins binds to the retinoblastoma protein in both plants and animals. Plant • · ~ 10 0 
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GEMINIVffiUSES AND THE PLANT CELL CYCLE 
Linda Hanley-Bowdoin* and Dominique Robertsont. Departments of Biochemistry* and Botanyt, 
North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695 

Geminiviruses are single-stranded DNA viruses that replicate their genomes through double
stranded DNA intermediates in nuclei of differentiated plant cells. Geminiviruses specify only a 
few proteins for their replication and rely on host DNA polymerases to amplify their genomes. 
Mature plant cells, which have exited the cell cycle, do not contain detectable levels of DNA 
polymerases or associated factors. Hence, geminiviruses must induce the requisite host proteins 
prior to their replication. We showed that the geminivirus, tomato golden mosaic virus (TGMV), 
causes the accumulation of the DNA polymerase processivity factor, proliferating cell nuclear anti
gen (PCNA), and its mRNA in differentiated cells of Nicotiana benthamiana. We also demon
strated that TGMV infection activates the homologous N. benthamiana PCNA promoter and the 
corresponding heterologous rice promoter. Together, these results established that geminiviruses 
can induce transcription of genes encoding components of the plant DNA replication apparatus and 
that the induction mechanism is conserved for dicot and monocot genes. 

Although the mechanism of host induction is not known, ultrastructural and in planta labeling 
studies suggested that TGMV alters cell cycle controls in mature plant cells. Geminivirus infection 
alters nuclear morphology of rnature cells to resemble meristematic cells. Chromatin condensation 
typical of cells in prophase is also observed in a significant proportion of infected cells. The nu
cleotide analog, bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) is efficiently incorporated into both viral and chromo
somal DNA of infected cells. Altered nuclear morphology, chrornatin condensation and high levels 
of BrdU incorporation cannot be detected in uninfected cell populations of the same plants. 

Like all geminiviruses, TGMV encodes one essential replication protein. TGMV "Rep" or ALl is a 
multifunctional protein that mediates initiation of rolling circle replication, regulates viral gene 
expression, and acts as a plant cell regulator to create a replication-competent environment. Analy
sis of transgenic plants that express ALl demonstrated that it is sufficient to induce PCNA expres
sion in mature cells in the absence of other geminivirus proteins. This observation suggested that 
ALl is analogous to the DNA tumor antigen proteins of mammalian viruses, which induce replica
tion machinery in their hosts by altering cell cycle and transcriptional controls. The ability of 
TGMV ALl to bind plant homologues of the animal tumor suppressor protein, retinoblastoma 
(Rb), indicated that it rnay use similar strategies to modify plant cells. 

We are characterizing ALl!Rb interaction and deterrnining its role in the geminivirus infection 
process. TGMV AL! and the Rep proteins of otherdicot-infecting geminiviruses do not contain the 
canonical LXCXE motif associated with Rb binding by mammalian DNA tumor antigen proteins 
and monocot-infecting geminiviruses. Thus, TGMV AL! must bind Rb through a novel motif. This 
hypothesis is supported by severallines evidence. First, unlike LXCXE-containing proteins, muta
tion of a conserved cysteine residue in the B dornain of Rb does not impair ALl interaction. Sec
ond, ALl/Rb interaction is dependent on the ability of AL! to form oligomers. Third, the Rb inter
action domain, which has been mapped toan 80 arnino acid region of TGMV ALl, contains a 16 
arnino" acid sequence of near identity among the Rep proteins of dicot-infecting geminiviruses. This 
motif is not found in the LXCXE-containing Rep proteins of monocot-infecting viruses. Mutations 
in the conserved sequence that impair ALl/Rb binding have been iden,tified and are currently being 
tested in viral replication, infectivity and PCNA promoter activation experiments. Together, these 
studies will provide valuable insight into the significance of ALl/Rb interactions and may identify 
a novel Rb regulatory mechanism. 
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GENE INDUCTION AT THE Gl/S TRANSITION OF THE PLANT CELL CYCLE 

Bruno COMBETTES, Fabrice SCHMITT, Wen Hui SHEN, Marie Edith CHABOliTE, Gabriel PHlLIPPS 
and Nicole CHAUBET=QIGOT 

Institut de Biologie Moléculaire des Plantes - 12, rue du Général Zimmer- 67084 Strasbourg cedex - FRANCE 

The major interest of our group is to elucidate the molecular mechanisms involved in the induction of gene 
expression at the Gl/S transition ofthe plant cell cycle. We are working on two alternative model-genes, the 
genes encoding the histones necessary for packaging the S phase-replicated DNA into chromatin, and those 
encoding the two subunits of ribonucleotide reductase (RNR), the enzyme in volved in the synthesis of the 
dNTPs necessary for DNA replication. 

Analyses of gene expression in synchronised tobacco cell suspension have shown that RNR genes are 
induced slightly before histone genes during the G liS transition and exhibit a different response towards 
inhibitors of DNA replication. These results suggested that the two model-genes are induced by two different 
regulatory mechanisms. 

Cis-elements ha ve been identified in histone and RNR promoters by structural and functional approaches. 
Relevant with our hypothesis about different regulation ofthe two model-genes, the cis-elements found in the 
histone and RNR promoters were not the same. Repeated motifs which are known to bind the cell cycle-specific 
transcription factor E2F in animal genes were found in the RNR promoters. Specific octarneric and nonameric 
cis-elements were found in the histone promoters from various plant species. The persistence of protein 
footprints on these cis-elements throughout the cell cycle indicated that transcriptional activation of the histone 
genes at the G liS transition is mediated by modification of prebound proteins rather than by the direct binding 
ofGl/S transition-specific proteins. Band-shift experiments suggested that this modification may result from a 
phosphorylation event. 

This hypothesis led us to investigate the cyclins capable of activating cyclin-dependent kinases ( cdk) at the 
G liS transition. Three distinct subtypes of cyclins A were identified whose genes are induced sequentially from 
late Gl to mid S phase. Two cyclin genes belonging to the "early-expressed" A3-group showed slightly 
different expression pattems relative to their induction times and their responses towards inhibitors of DNA 
replication. One of them appeared coregulated with RNR and the other one was coregulated with histone genes. 
Based on these results, a model is proposed for the sequential induction of genes during the G liS transition : 
whereas the earliest set of genes núght be induced by a mechanism involving an E2F-like factor, the second set 
might be activated by phosphorylation of transcription factors by a kinase complex involving the earliest
expressed cyclin. 

Antibodies were raised against the three cyclins A and used to analyse cyclin expression at the protein leve! 
and to check for the presence of cyclins in the transcriptional complex of histone genes. Surprisingly, the 
amount ofthe three cyclins remained ata high leve! throughout the cell cycle. The massive degradation of cyclin 
A which occurs in animal cells at early mitosis dueto the ubiquitinlproteasome destruction pathway was not 
observed. Immunofluorescence-localisation experiments confirmed that the tobacco cyclins A are stable during 
mitosis. The three cyclins were found in the mitotic spindle zone but not associated to the chromosomes. They 
were also detected in vesicular structures which were further defined as amyloplasts by immunogold 
microscopy. In addition, the "earliest-transcribed" cyclin was predominan! in the nucleus of S and G2 phase 
cells, in keeping with our hypothesis that it might participate to transcriptional complexes. 

In order to investigate the potential participation ofthis cyclin to transcriptional complexes, a method was 
developped to characterize large nuclear protein complexes on native gels. The native complexes were incubated 
with antibodies against the "earliest-transcribed" cyclin, or with a histone prometer fragment. Complexes of 
similar molecular weights were revealed by the two approaches, thus reinforcing/our hypothesis that this cyclin 
might be part of the transcription complex of histone genes. To further characterize the cyclin-containing 
complex and the histone transcriptíonal complex, a method is being developped to isolate these complexes on 
i~muno- or DNA-affinity columns. The eluted subunits will be identified by immunoblot analysis and 
mtcrosequencmg. 
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CDK/cyclins complexes of Arabúiopsis tJ¡a[úzna 

Dirk lnzé, VIB, Department ofPlant Genetics, K.L. Ledeganckstraat35, 
B- 9000 Gent, Belgium. 

Cell division is central to growth and development ofhigher plants. The major, long
term goal of m y laboratory is to understand the molecular regulation of cell division 
and the mechanisms by which both intrinsic developmental signals and environmental 
cues impinge on it. ConSiderable progress was made in detailing the regulation of the 
cell cycle in the modelplant Arabidopsis. For the first time, it became possible to 
assign specific roles for Cyclin Dependent Kinases (CDK.s) , Cyclins, CKS and 
Cyclin dependent Kinase lnhibitors (CKis) during the various phases ofthe cell cycle 
(Burssens et al, 1998 and Mironov et al, 1999). 
A highlight was the demonstration that the Arabidopsis CKS has not only a role in the 
mitotic cycle, but also appears to be of importance in endoreduplication, a process 
often observed in plants in which cells repeatedly replicate their DNA without 
mitosis. Furthermore, a detailed analysis revealed that endoreduplication is very early 
established during leaf development (Jacqmard et al, 1999). Research on CKS is 
currently focussing on the analysis of transgenic plants with altered CKS expression 
levels and on the determination of its 3-D structure by NMR (Landrieu et al, 1999). 
lntensive two-hybrid screens allowed the isolation of severa! novel cell cycle 
regulators, amongst which CKis and a novel D-type cyclins are the most important. 
Detailed in situ hybridisations showed that the novel D-type cyclin has a central role 
in allowing cells to re-enter the cell cycle. A model was proposed describing the 
sequence of events by which quiescent cells re-enter the G l phase of the cell cycle 
(De Veylder et al, 1999). 
Considerable progress was also made in unravelling the function of the two classes of 
p1ant CDK.s in cell cycle progression. A first class comprises CDK.s able to 
complement yeast cdc2/CDC28 ts nmutants. All contain the PST AIRE amino-acid 
motif and are constitutively expressed during the cell cycle. The second class of 
CDK.s contains the PPT ALRE or PPTTLRE motif, not found as such in any other 
known eme_ Their transcription, protein levels and associated kinase activity show 
an oscillating pattem, being most abundant during G2 and M phases. By regenerating 
transgenic tobacco plants overproducing dominant negative CDK.s we could 
unequivocally demonstrate that the PST AIRE containing CDK.s control both the G liS 
and G2/M transitions, while the other class of CDK.s solely regulate the G2/M 
transition. In or:der to further define the various functional domains ofboth classes of 
CDK.s, an extensive mutation analysis has been undertaken (Porceddu et al, 1999). 
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MULTIPLE CYCLIN-OEPENOENT KINASE COMPLEXES ANO PHOSPHATASES 

CONTROL <n!M PROGRESSION IN ALFALFA CELLS 

Mészáros, T1
, Ayaydin, F1

. , Miskolczi, P!, Bakó, L1
, Bogre, L.3

, Seregélyes, Cs1
, Magyar, 

Z1
, Horváth, V.G1 ,Vissi, E.2, Dombrádi, V.2, Gergely, P.2, Fehér, A1 and Oudits, O} 

1 lnslitute of Plan! Biology, Biological Rescarch Centcr, Hungarian Academy of Scicnces, Szcgcd. 
Hungary 

1 Vicnna Biocentcr, lnslitute of Microbiology and Genelics, University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria 
3 Department of Medica! Chemistry and Department of Biochcmistry and Molecular Biology, 

Univcrsity Medica! School ofDebrecen, Debrecen, Hungary 

Parallel with cloning of large number of plant cell cycle genes (COK, cyclin, CKS, CKI, Rb) 

limited progress has been made so far in biochemical and functional characterization of these 

key regulatory elements. Only few experimental data support the complex formation between 

the kinase and cyclin partners in plants (Magyar Z. et al. 1997). Due to the complexity of 

CDK and cyclin gene families in a single species such as alfalfa, we have to predict multi

component regulatory pathways functioning even during G2/M transition. lndeed, the 

Cdc2MsA, Cdc2MsB, Cdc2MsD and Cdc2MsF genes are expressed in G2 and M cells. The 

kinase assays also show that at least three Cdc2-related kinase complexes (Cdc2MsNB, D 

and F) are active in G2/M cells after synchronization. These kinase complexes d iffer in their 

substrate preferences, thus Cdc2MsD preferentially phosphorylates the topoisomerase Il, 

while the Cdc2MsNB and F kinases are highly active in histone Hl phosphorylation. The 

activity of Cdc2MsF kinase exhibiting the PPTTLRE motif is restricted to the mitotic cells, 

whi le the Cdc2MsD kinase with PPTALRE motif shows elevated activity in G2-M cells. 

Roscovitine can differentially inhibit the various complexes. The Cdc2MsNB kinase is very 

sensitive against the inhibition (1~ while the Cdc2MsD and F kinases are inhibited only by 

higher concentration (100 J.!M) of roscovitine. Especially, the Cdc2MsD kinase activity is 

insensitive to this inhibitor. 

Since complex formation between Cdc2-related kinase and cyclin partners is a limiting 

regulatory step in eukaryotic cell division, it is a basic requirement to prove that plan! CDKs 

can bind cyclins and the specific interaction between the partners ensures differential role for 

various complexes. In these attempts, we have tested the potential interaction between the 

various alfalfa Cdc2 kinases and cyclins in yeast two-hybrid system, GST pull-down assay 

after in vitro transcriptionltranslation or by immunodetection of kinase partners in the in vitru 

or in vivo complexes. Up to now, with the ditferent methods we were able conclusively 

demonstrate the complex formation between the mitotic Cdc2-F kinase and cyclin Ms4. More 
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imponantly, the GST-Cdc2MsF kinase showed in vitro histone Hl phosphorylation activity 

only in the presence of the cyclin Ms4 parlner. These data suggesl that defined Cdc2-related 

kinases can form complex with cyclins and their kinase activity may depend on cyclin 

binding. From these studies it seems likely that a D-type cyclin is in volved in G2/M events. 

The pivota! role of Cdc2MsF kinase in mitotic cells was funher confirmed by 

immunolocalization studies. Using anti-C-terminal peptide antibodies, the Cdc2MsF kinase 

can be detected in preprophase bands, as nuclear ring in early prophase, in mitotic spindles 

and phragmoplasts. 

Regulation of eukaryotic mitotic cycle includes reversible protein phosphorylation, so 

different phosphatases may be considered as imporlant components in the control of cell cycl e 

progression. In tobacco pith parenchyma tissues the cytokinin stimulated tyrosine 

dephosphorylation induced rapid, synchronous entry into mitosis (Zhang et al. 1996 ). In 

synchronized alfalfa cells the tyrosine phosphorylation was detectable only in the case o f the 

Cdc2A kinase and the p!J"'cl bound kinase activity was increased by Drosophila Cdc2.'i 

treatment. lnvolvement of other phosphatases than Cdc25 was indicated by inhibitor 

experiments. Endothall as a serine/threonine phosphatase blocker reduced both the PP 1 and 

PP2A activities in alfalfa cells that cannot proceed the prophase-metaphase transition point. 

Exposing synchronized alfalfa cells to high (JO JJ.M) concentration of endothall resulted in 

early chromosome condensation and abnormal nuclear membrane formation as well as micro 

nuclear formation. In these cells, we found increased Hl histone phosphorylation in the p 13''" 1
-

bound fraction . Therefore, we propose that serine/threonine phosphatases may play a role in 

G2/M transition. Experiments are in progress to analyse the components ofthis phosphorylation 

pathway. 
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CDK-activating kinases of Arabidopsis and rice 

Masaaki Umeda 

Institute of Molecular and Cellular Biosciences, University of Tokyo, JAPAN 

Cyclin-<iependent protein k.inases (CDKs) play key roles in the progression of the cell cycle in 

eukaryotes. Activation of CDKs is controlled by phosphorylation, as well as by binding to cyclins. 

Most CDKs have a conserved phosphorylation site within the T-loop, and phosphorylation of this 

residue, which is catalyzed by a CDK-activating kinase (CAK), is required to allow substrates to gain 

access to the entrance of the active-sile cleft. In animals, CAK consisls of the catalytic subunit 

Cdk7/p40M01 5, the regulatory subunit cyclin H, and the assembly factor MATI. The Cdk7-cyclin H 

complex phosphorylates not only CDKs but also the carboxy-tenninal domain (CfD) of the largest 

subunit of RNA polymerase IL Phosphorylation of the CfD is required for the release of RNA 

polymerase II from the preinitiation complex and the initiation of transcription. 

lt is likely that plant CAKs also play an essential role in the regulation of cell division, but 

thus far no CAK activity had been reported in lúgher plants. To reveal the function of CAK in cell 

cycle activation, we started to search for CAK activity in ArabU:Wpsis and rice plants. The 

Arabúiopsis CAK, which we cal! Cak1At, was related to animal CAKs, but sirnilarilies were 

restricted to the conserved k.inase domains 1• Cak1At phosphorylated human CDK2 al the threonine 

residue witlún the T-loop but did not phosphory1ate the CfD of Arabúiopsis in vitro, an indication 

that CDK and CTD kinase activities are separately controlled in ArabU:Wpsis. In contrast, rice CAK, 

named R2, is closely related to Cdk7/p40M015 of anirnals. R2 phosphorylated human CDK2, rice 

Cdc20s 1, and also the CTD of ArabU:Wpsis in vitro, suggesting that R2 is functionally analogous to 

CAKs of metazoans but is distinct from Cak1At of ArabU:Wpsis2• We revealed that R2 formed atleast 

two protein complexes of 190 leDa and 70 leDa, respectively, whereas the CDK- and CTD-kinase 

activities associated with R2 were found in a complex of 105 leDa. This is a unique feature of R2 

whe!J compared with animal CAKs. 

(1) Umeda, M., Bhalerao, R.P., Schell, J., Uchirniya, H. and Koncz, C. (1998) Proc. Natl. Acad. 
Sci., USA, 95: 5021 -5026. 

(2) Yamaguchi, M., Umeda, M. and Uchirniya, H. (1998) Plant J. in press. 
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CeU division proteins in Arabidopsis 

V. Sundaresan, H.S. Kwee, W.C Yang, D. Y e, S . Parinov 

Instirute ofMolecular Agrobiology, National Univetsicy of Singapore, 1 Research Link, 

Singapore 117604 

We have used a gene trap/enhanccr trap transposon mutagenesis system in Arabidopsis to 

generare a large collection of independent insertion lines ( 1 ). This collection has been exanúned 

for insertions iota genes encoding ccll division proteins, by screening for mutations that affect 

either embryo or gai!letophyte development. Prev:iously, an insertion into a gene encoding the 

Arahidopsis homolog of the yeast cell cycle proteins Cdc46JMcml has been descnbed (2). 

This protein in yeast belongs toa class of initiation factors for DNA replication, and may a.ct as 

a «licensing factor" that restricts replication ro one round per cell cycle. In Arabidapsis the 

mutation results in lethality ofthe female gametophyte. More recently, we have isolated another 

mutant containing an insertion into a gene encoding the Arabidopsis homolog of budding ycast 

Cdc16 and fission yeast cut9. Both yeast proteins are required for progression through the 

G2/M transition and are thought to be components of the Anaphase Promoting Complex 

(APC). In budding yeast, Cdcl6 may also be requ~ for initiation of DNA replication, while 

in fission yeast, cut9 may be involved in checkpoint control since cut9 mutantS undergo 

cytokinesis without nuclear division. The Arahidopsis mutant ex.hibits defects in female 

gametophyte deve!opment These defects are being analyzed with a view to understanding the 

functions of fuese proteins in higher plants. 
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Members of the plant shaggy/GSK-3 protein kinase gene family are implicated in a 

signalling pathway regulating cell division and development. 

The Drosophila shaggy (sgg) gene and its mammalian homologue GSK-3 are key 

components of the wingless and wnt signalling pathways required for cell fate determination 

and the establishment ofthe boundaries between tissues. 

The plant shaggy/GSK-3 family of protein kinase genes is composed of at least 1 O members 

per haploid genome. Eight genes ha ve been isolated from P. hybdria andA. thaliana, named 
- respectively PSK or ASK. For all the genes the cognate cDNAs have been characterized as 

well. Furthemore, a cONA (i. e. BSKd) was isolated from a B. napus microspore derived 

embryo library, recently the orthologue has been isolated from A. tha/iana as well. These 
genes have been sequenced, characterized and phy1ogenetic analyses suggested that they 

be1ong to a family containing at 1east three ancient groups of genes that diverged early in 

land plant evo1ution (see Domelas et al., 1998a and Tichtinsky et al., 1988). A1though these 

genes were iso1ated from different species, the gene sequences of one group are c1oser to 

each other than to members of the same species of the other two groups. The members of 

group l (i. e ASKa and y) and ll (i. e. Asia., ASKL; and ASKr¡) are expressed in vegetative 

and reproductive organs, while genes of group m ( i. e. PSK6, PSK7, ASKB,ASK/3) are 

mainly expressed in reproductive organs. The different c1asses may reflect specificity of 

substrates andlor different bio1ogical functions. The differential expression of each member 

was accessed by Northem, RT-PCR and in situ hybridization ( see Domelas et al., 1998b and 

Tichtinsky et al., 1998). 

Antisense gene constructs of the PSK6 and 5 ASK gene sequen ces \Ulder the controle of the 

organ specific promoters FBP7 (ovule), LTP (protoderm), LAT53 (polleo specific) as well as 

the 35SCaMV promoter have been made and integrated into the genome of Petunia and 

Arabidopsis using Agrobacterium. About 20 antisense transgenic plants have been obtained 

for each gene construct. Severall highly interesting pbenotypes have been obtained. Our 

results show that the above gene family has essential functions in plant development. 

Analyses of the antisense phenotypes suggest that the genes play an important role in organ 

number determination, flower morphogenesis, ovule, embryo sac and embryo development. 

Based on expression pattems accessed by in situ hybridization and on the phenotype of 

Arabdopsis transgenic antisense plants, it is likely that the ASK genes are essential for 

defining boundaries within the meristem by controlling cell division during organ prirnordia 

growth. Hence, our results define a novel evolutionary conserved wingless signalling 

pathway component in plants. 

Domelas, M.C., Lejeune, B., Dron, M., ond Kr<is, M (1998a) The Arabidopsis shaggy-related protein lánase (ASK) gene fmúly: 

structure, o¡ganisation, ond evolutioo. Gcae 212,249-257. 

Tícbtinslcy, G., Tavares, R., Takvoriaa, A., Scbwebel-Dugué, N., Twell D., and Kr<is, M. ,(1998). An evolutionary oooscrved 

group of plant GSK-3/shaggy like protein genes preferentially expressed in developing polleo. BiochemiCll et Biopkysiu 

Acta 1442,261-273. 
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Cell cycle-dependent proteolysis in plants: identification of the destruction box 

pathway and metaphase arrest produced by the proteasome inhibitor MG132. 

Pascal Genschik, Marie Claire Criqui, Y ves Parmentier, Aude Derevier and Jacqueline Fleck 

lnstitut de Biologie Moléculaire des Plantes du C.N.R.S., 12, rue du Général Zimmer, 67084 

Strasbourg Cédex, France. 

It is widely assumed that mitotic cyclins are rapidly degraded during anaphase, 

leading to the inactivation of the cell cycle-dependent protein kinase Cdc2 and allowing exit 

from mitosis. The proteolysis of mitotic cyclins is ubiquitin/26S proteasome mediated and 

requires the presence of the destruction box motif at the N terminus of the proteins. As a first 

attempt to study cyclin proteolysis during the plant cell cycle, we ha ve investigated the stability 

offusion proteins in which the N-terminal domains ofan A-type anda B-type tobacco mitotic 

cyclin were fused in frame with the chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CA 7) reporter gene and 

constitutively expressed in transformed tobacco BY2 cells. For both cyclin types, the N-

terminal domains led the chimeric cyclin-CA T fusion proteins to oscillate in a cell cycle-specific 

manner. Mutations within the destruction box abolished cell cycle-specific proteolysis. 

Although both fusion proteins were degraded after metaphase, cyclin A-CAT proteolysis was 

tumed off during S phase whereas that of cyclin B-CA T was tumed off only during the late G2 

phase. Thus, we demonstrated that mitotic cyclins in plants are subjected to post-translational 

control (e.g., proteolysis). Moreover, we showed that the proteasome inhibitor MG 132 blocks 

BY2 cells during metaphase in a reversible way. During this mitotic arrest, both cyclin-CAT 

fusion proteins remained stable. 
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ASE. geo.es in Arahidopsis 
Eddy Rissecuw, Tnn Daskaldmk: Travis Bauks, Susannc E. Kohahni\ Georgc W. Haugful. William 
L.Crosby. · 
NRC Plant Biatcclmology Institutc, 110 Gymnasium place, Sasbtoon SK S7N OW9; Canada. 
1Depar1mcnt ofPlant Scienc:cs, Uoivasity ofWestem Oabrio, London ON N6A 5B7, Canada. 
2Dcpartmcnt ofBotany, Uuivcrsity ofBñtish Columbia, Vancou.vcr BC V6S 1 A4, Canada. 

Targcted protelolysis has~ sbown to be one ofthc key mec:hanisms regulating thc cell cycle in 
yeast. Thc highly regulated proteolysis of rcgulatory protcins such as eycl.ins and Cdk inhibitors, is 
mediated througb the ubiquitination patlnltay. This involvcs activation of ubiquitin by an E 1 enzyme 
and transfer to 1111 E2 enzyme, which then c:onjugatcs ubiquitin to a target Ímrtcin rccruit.ed by an E3 
ubiquitin-ügating enzyrne.. In addition to ~ ~ J!romoting S:Qmplcx: (APC) activatcd in the 
G21M, anothC{ protein complex was fomul. serving asan E3 ubiquitin ligase in the G 1/M. This 
complex. consists of .S.kp l. Qic53 andan f-box prorein (SCF). Thc F-box protein is thc receptor and 
recruits targct protcins to thc E3. The F-box is important for internction with Skpl. Homologs of thc 
SCF protcins are found in all eubryotcs. 

The lJNUSUAL FLORAL ORGANS (UFO) gene from Arabidopsis cncodes an F-box protein. Loss of 
tiUlction IIlllt!tions in UFO result in the ¡eplaccment of carly ílowers with inflorcscences, as well as 
highly variable and homeotic 1Iansformations of floral organs in the sccond (pctal) and third (smmen) 
floral whorls. In 1he floral mcñst.crn. UFO is cxprcssed early during pñmotdia development in a small 
number of non-dividing oells. 11 has been postulalcd that UFO is sornehow involved in positively 
regulating the B-dass floral cxgan idemity genes.AP ETALA3 and P!STILLA.TA. 

Using thc yeast 2-hybñd system, UFO was found to int=act with two &abidopsis §KPI-like proteins 
ASK.l and ASK2. The intcraction was vcrified by in vitro protein binding and delction ofthc F-box 
domain abolishcd the intenJdíon. 1be ASK genes are part of a laxge gene filmily and share homology 
with at least 7 more.habidopsis genes. A yeast 2-hybrid =n witb ASKI and ASK2 as bait 
constructs result.ed in the isolation of a large number of diffi=nt:Arabidopsis F-box. g=es. In addition 
to the F-box, mostofthese genes coo:tained domains thatare known to be in volved in protein-protein 
interactions. Possibly ASKI and ASK2 are components in many di1ferent protein compkxcs. 

The genomic .A.SK1 gene was isolat.ed and theASKl prometer region was cloned in front of the GUS 
reporter gene. Arabidopsl.s plants transfunned with this gene construct revealed high 8-glucuronida.se 
activity in lateral root meristems, stipules, mature pollen and transientiy in thc ahscission zone of 
siliqucs aftec flowmng. Lowec activity was obsezved in devdoping pollen and in fertilisod ovules. 
Little or no cxpression ofthe GUS geoe was seca in the floral merisb::ms. 

A mutant was obtained in.ASKJ from a T-DNA tagged .Arabidopsis population and was found to be 
affected in pollea m.atn.núion. The askl-1 allde was not transmitted furo~ pollen, suggesting that 
askl-1 poDen are nonviablc_ Thc ASKI/aslcl -1 b.eterozygote cxluoited a reduced percenblge of viable 
palien as expected from. a 1:1 segregation for the askl-1 allele. As a rcsu1t ofthis phcnotype, we were 
unable to obtain an askl-Uaskl-1 homozygote. Interestingl.y, the Ma laboratory (Pcnn State Univ) has 
identified a mu!llnt ask:l allele obtained by Ds element insertion, although this allele is transmitted 
through pollen. Th.e homozygote is viable, but has a floral phenoptype that shares some chara<:tcristics 
with ufo. 

ASKI and ASK2 aiso interact with TIRl in the yeast 2-hybrid system. TIRIAS another F-box protein 
involved in auxin sigoal transduction (Estelle laborntory, Indiana Univcrsity). The phenotype and 
ex.prcssion of ASKJ indicate thatASKI is indecd located in the samc path"'ay as UFO and TIR! . 
Protein-interaction and phenotypic evidence supports the poss10ility that target ubiquitination is 
involved in regulating aspects offloral development inArabüfopsis. 
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Control of Cell Cycle Gene Expression during Floral Morphogenesis. 

John H. Doonan 
John lnnes Centre. Norwich, NR4 7UH, UK 

Plant growth is the combined result of cell proliferation and cell expansion. In plants, cells tend to be 
produced in the (approximate) location where they are required. ht lhe meristem, the production and 
elaboration of lateral organs is associated with localised proliferation and expansion. To understand the 
molecular basis of cell proliferation within the apical meristem we ha ve isolated cell cycle control genes 
from the Snapdragon, Antirrhinum majus, with a view (a) to defining the spatial and temporal pattern of 
gene expression during floral niorphogenesis and (b) to investigating if and how developmental regulators 
impinge on cell proliferation. 

Key regulators of cell proliferation in eukaryotes include the cyclin dependen! protein kinases (CDKs). 
The minimal kinase complex comprises the CDK catalytic subunit and an activating cyclin subunit The 
founding member of the CDK family of protein kinases, the cdc2 gene from S.pombe, is required for cell 
cycle progression at both Gl/S and G2/M. ht lúgher organisms multiple CDKs can be involved at 
difieren! stages in the cell cycle. We ha ve found that Antirrlúnum contains a small family of CDK genes, 
all of which are expressed in proliferating cells. Based on structural similarities, function in yeast and 
expression pattem in the plant, the CDK gene family falls into two groups. The first group is very similar 
to the yeast cdc2 gene, functionally complements mutations in lhe yeast gene and transcripts are 
expressed throughout the cell cycle. The second group, found only in plants, diverge in the cyclin 
interaction domain, do not function in yeast and are expressed in restricted phases of lhe cell cycle. These 
data indicate that CDK function in plants has diverged significantly frorn other groups and may tmdertake 
specialised roles in the plant cell cycle. 

Cyclins also comprise a rnultigene family and are an essential componen! ofthe CDK kinase complex. ht 
many cells, the activity of the CDK complex is regulated (at least in part) by cyclin abtmdance. Cell 
cycle checkpoints could act through regulation of cyclin abtmdance and developmental controls rnay be 
superirnposed on these checkpoints. Also, a given CDK can, potentially, interact with ditferent cyclins 
and tlús rnay profoundly alter function. 

The ditferent cyclin subclasses are expressed in distinct patterns witlún the meristem. Cyclin B l genes 
are expressed in a stochastic rnanner, during G2 and M-phase. Cyclin A3 is expressed more general! y 
but is elevated in isolated cells. 
Three members of the D-<:yclin gene family, implicated in the decision to enter or exit the cell cycle, are 
expressed throughout the cell cycle in meristematic cells. However, different cell populations within the 
shoot rneristern express different combinations of D-<:yclins. D<yclin expression is al so regulated by 
availability of a carbon source and is differently modulated by plant growth substances suggesting that 
these genes might be lhe targets of growlh regulators. 
We have exarnined how these genes are expressed in a variety of developmental mutants with either 
general or localised etfects on cell proliferation. The cycloidea gene, which rnodifies development in the 
dorsal part of the flower, specifically represses both cell proliferation and cyclin D3b expression in the 
dorsal stamen. 
Understanding how such genes regulate cell cycle gene expression should provide insight into the 
regulation of cell division in the meristem. 
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Cell division in plant growth control 

Peter Doerner, Adan Colon and Ratha You 

Plant Biology Laboratory, The Salk lnstitute, 10100 N. Torrey Pines Rd., La Jolla CA 
92037 

lntroduction 

Plant growth responds flexibly to nutrient resources, particularly the availability of 
nitrogen, potassium and phosphate to roots. These mineral nutrients are the majar factors 
limiting overall plant growth. When plants experience nutrient deficiencies, their 
responses include changes in root growth pattems and rates, for example lateral root 
induction or root apical growth acceleration. Our goal is to understand the mechanisms 
involved in roo! growth control, specifically how the regulation of cell proliferation affects 
organ growth. 

Roo! growth involves three processes: cell growth in the apical meristem alternates 
with division to give rise to new cells. However, the bulk of organ growth is mediated by 
turgor-driven cell expansion in the adjacent post-meristematic expansion zone of the root. 
Plan! organ growth is thus the aggregate result of cell growth, division and expansion, 
each of which provide independent avenues for growth regulation. We have shown that 
elevated expression of a mitotic cyclin in transgenic Arabidopsis plants results in 
enhanced roo! apical growth rates, likely by increased proliferation 1. We have therefore 
proposed previously that changes in cell division activity can serve in graded growth 
control to control the number of cells produced per unit time. 

Results 

To determine which process - cell division or expansion - is primarily affected in 
plants adapting to altered nutrient availability, we examined changes in meristem 
organization. We used a transgenic Arabidopsis line in which the mitotic cyclin 81 a 
prometer and part of the coding regían was fused to the GUS reporter gene. In this line 
we can specifically identify cells in the G2/M phase of the cell cycle and thus delineate the 
extend of the proliferating zone of the apical meristem. Moreover, we can measure the 
volume of cells at the time of division, which reveals whether the timing of mitosis relative 
to the cell growth process is altered. 

In Arabidopsis, roo! growth increases transiently up to 250% of control plants in 
response to reduced nitrogen availability. In N-deprived roots, the length of mature root 
cortical cells, taken as measure of cell expansion processes in the root, was increased by 
only 10% and thus is not sufficient to account for the overall increase in root growth. This 
suggests that changes in the rate of cell production, presumably mediated by cell division , 
control mechanisms, are primarily responsible for the observed acceleration. 

1 lncreased proliferation in apical meristems could result from either accelerated tcansi! i 
through the cell cycle , or by increasing the number of dividing cells, either of whid¡ wi ll 
result in a net increase of cell production per unit time. In N-limited roots , we observed an 
approximate 20% size increase of the region in which proliferation occurs. Howev·er, the 
spatial distribution of cells in G2/M, as monitored by GUS stainihg did no! differ markedly 
from that observed in roots grown with adequate N. This suggested that if expansion of 
the proliferating zone occurred, cell division in the newly recruited population was no! very 
frequent. lf accelerated transit through the cell cycle at G2/M occurs in N-deprived roots, 
two predictions would have to be met: First, we expect !he fraction of cells in thi s cell 
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cycle phase within the whole population to decrease, and second, the cell volume at the 
time of mitosis should be decreased. A comparison of meristems of N-deprived roots with 
controls grown with adequate N, reveals that while root growth increases 2.5-fold, the 
number of cells in mitosis increases by only 1.5 fold. Furthermore, cell size at birth in root 
apices from N-deprived plants are on average 30% smaller. The simplest explanation for 
these observations is that cell cycle progression in N-limited roots is accelerated. 

Oiscussion 

We hypothesize that graded control of root apical meristem activity in response to N
deficiencies is mediated by quantitative changes in cyclin expression. Quantitative 
changes in cyclin expression can affect organ growth rate in two ways. Higher rates of 
transcription lead to a more rapid attainment of effective levels of cyclin (Fig. 1 A). This 
leads to a shortened G2 phase and concommitantly a smaller cell size at division. 
lncreased cyclin expression also increases the absolute amount of cyclin made, perhaps 
allowing sorne cells already well on their way to quiescence to divide one further time (Fig. 
18) 
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Cell cycle control during maize germination. 
Jorge M. Vázquez-Ramos. Departamento de Bioquímica, Facultad de Química, UNAM. 
Av. Universidad y Copilco, México 04510, DF, México. 
Most ofthe cells in a dry seed embryo are in G1 phase and move into the S phase only after 
severa( hours of imbibition. In maize, cell cycle events can be accelerated if seeds are 
imbibed in the presence of cytokinins. We ha ve found that under these conditions, the 
beginning ofthe S phase is shifted from 12-15h to around 3-6h ofgermination and 
replicative DNA polymerases are rapidly activated. This increase in activity seems to be 
dueto protein modification since there is no evidence of an increase in the amount ofthe 
polymerase proteins. Mitotic figures in stimulated germinating seeds also start appearing 
severa! hours in advance with a concomitant early activation ofthe M-phase p34cdc2 kinase 
and a possible transport into nuclei, its si te of action. 
We have cloned, sequenced and overexpressed PCNA, a DNA polymerase delta auxiliary 
protein, essential for DNA replication and also involved in cell cycle control. By using 
antibodies developed against this protein, we have found that expression ofPCNA is 
enhanced by cytokinins along germination with a peak at 6h, coinciding with the replication 
peak. On the other hand, abscisic acid, which inhibits germination, blocks PCNA 
accumulation under conditions in which DNA replication is prevented. 
Immunoprecipitation experiments have indicated that maize PCNA interacts with a kinase
containing putative cyclin D protein. This putative cyclin D-kinase complex, the kinase 
activity that controls entry into the cell cycle, is active during early germination and then 
the cyclin moiety is degraded, and faster if seed axes are imbibed in the presence of 
cytokinins. During a normal germination process, PCNA shifts between two cell cycle 
states: one in which it associates with the putative cyclin D-Cdk4 complex, condition in 
which PCNA would be unable to interact with replication proteins, and a second state in 
which it is released from the cyclin-kinase complex, when the cyclin is degraded . The 
timing ofPCNA protein association to and release from the kinase complex is modified by 
cytokinins so that PCNA appears to be free by 6h of germination, coinciding with the time 
ofmaximal DNA replication, and suggesting that free PCNA would then interact with 
polymerase delta and stimulate the S phase. Maize germination is discussed in terms of 
control ofthe cell cycle. 
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CELL CYCLE REGULATION DURING NOéULE ORGANOGENESIS 

Eva Kondorosi 
Institut des Sciences V6gétales, CNRS, 911!98 Gif~sur-Yvette, France 

Symbiosis between Rhizobium soil bacteria and their leguminous host 
plants results in the forrnation of a novel plant organ, the root nodule, 
specialised for symbiotic nitrogen-fixation~ Nodule development can be 
programmed in a well defmed root zone b1 application of the Rhizobium 
the lipochitooligosaccharide Nod factors a,cting as host-specific mitogen 
signals. 

Nodule organogenesis is based on the de novo formation of the 
nodule meristem. This requires re-ontry of differentiated cortical cells in 
the cell cycle in the emergíng root hair zone in front of the protoxylem 
poles. Following the initiation of the meristem, cells start to differentiate 
into various nodule cell types . This proeess is linked to cell division 
arrest and accompanied by gradual increase in cell size an d 
endopolyploidy. Thus, key events of nodtlle development are linked to 
cell cycle regulation. 

Studying nodule organogenesís m the Rhizobium meliloti 
Medicago symbioúc tnodel system, we aii:n at the identification of cell 
cycle components switching the cell fate either from quiescent state to 
proliferation or from proliferation toward differentiation. In Medicago 
roots and cell cultures Nod factors actívate the cell cycle in the GO
arrested cells. To elucidate the action of Nod factors on re-entry of cell 
cycle and cell proliferation we have beeri studying different cell cycle 
eletnents, particularly cyclins regulating Jhe transition of cells through 
the GO/G1-S and <12-M phases. TMir involvement in nodule 
organogenesis will be presented. 

By studying the exit from cell proliferat:ion and diffcrentiation of 
nodule cells we have identified a novel r ~ gulator of the plant cell cycle, 
ccs52 that controls growth arrest, endoreduplication and cell size and is 
essential for differentiation of nodule ceila. Out data indicate that ccs52 
is a co.o.served regulator of the plant cell rcycle and it has a general role 
in plant development. 
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Transport to the vacuole: receptors and trans elements 

Natasha Raikhel 
Michigan State University-Department of Energy Plant Research 

Laboratory, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824, USA 

The vacuolar targeting signals of several soluble plant proteins are now 
relatively well defined; however, few proteins involved in the targeting 
process have been identified. Severa! likely members of this trafficking 
machinery have been characterized from Arabidopsis thaliana: AtPEP12p, 
a t-SNARE that resides on what we now call a prevacuolar compartment 
(Conceicao et al., 1997; AtELP, a protein that shares many common 
features with mammalian and yeast transmembrane cargo receptors 
(Ahmed et al., 1997), AtVPS45, a peripheral membrane protein, a 
homologue of which in yeast is required for transport to the vacuole 
(Bassham and Raikhel, 1998) and two very similar proteins, AtVTI la and 
AtVTil b, v-SNAREs which maybe involved in interaction with several t
SNAREs residing on different compartments along the secretrory pathway. 
We have further investigated the intracellular distribution of all these 
proteins in comparison to one another. We have found that AtELP is 
located at the TGN of Arabidopsis root cells and can preferentially interact 
with the TGN-specific AP-1 clathrin adaptar complex. Further, consistent 
with a role in trafficking vacuolar cargo, we have found that AtELP co
localizes with AtPEP12p on a prevacuolar compartment and AtVPS45 co
fractionates with AtELP (Sanderfoot et al., 1998). The connection between 
these markers, as well as to other endomembrane markers which we 
continue to characterize, will allow us to investigate the complexity of plant 
secretory machinery in greater detail. This knowledge is pivota! to the 
effectiveness of various basic and biotechnological 
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The functional and evolutionary significance of gene families encoding 
cytoskeletal proteins: ·di verse plant actins and profilins 

Richard B. Meagher 
Department of Genetics 
University of Georgia 

Our work:ing hypothesis has been that the two ancient and divergent classes of 
plant actin genes (vegetative and reproductive) have been preserved throughout 
vascular plant evolution because they have unique patterns of regulation and/or 
encode protein isovariants with distinct functions. We made use of the compact 
genome, rapid life cycle, small size, ease of transformation and regeneration, and 
simple genetics of Arabidopsis thaliana to dissect different parts of this hypothesis. 
Based on the analysis of actin promoter/reporter fusions in hundreds of transgenic 
plants, RNA levels, and protein levels assayed with subclass-specific monoclonal 
antibodies, we detemúned that the two vegetative actin subclasses and three 
reproductive actin subclasses each ha ve strong. and distinct tissue specific and 
temporal expression patterns. These range from constitutive expression of ACT2 
in rnost vegetative tissues, to the phytohormonal induction of AC/7 in rapidly 
expanding or wounded vegetative tissues, to tbe expression of ACTJ in ovules and 
pollen, to the expression of ACTJJ in all reproductive structures and throughout 
fruit and seed development. 

Sequences-based screeniog methods were used to isolate T-DNA inscrtion 
mutants in four of the eight expressed-actin genes, since no clear prediction could 
be made about the pbenotypes of possible actin mutants. These mutants bave 
exciting, but subtle cell and developmental phenotypes that are only revealed wben 
plants are grown under specialized conditions. Multigenerational studies on 
mutants in three actin genes grown under idealized greenhouse condítions suggest 
that each gene is under strong selective constraint and is requíred for the survival 
of Arabidopsis. Thus, consistent with the hígh degree of sequence conservation of 
all eight Arabid.opsis actins, these actin gene family members are not redundant. 

But what evolutionary forces and molecular mechanisms selected out 
vegetative and reproductive plant actin genes in the frrst place? It is well 
established that the plant cytoskeleton is essential for physically prograrnming the 
development of organs and tissues. One of the greatest puzzles in evolutionary 
biology is how large numbers of genes were simultaneously recruited to build new 
organ structures is. The vegetative and reproductive classes 9f actins arase 
concurrent with tbe macroevolution of lea ves from duplicatéd and rnodified 
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reproductive structures in the earliest land plants. The other cytoskeletal ptotein 
families that have been studied (e.g., profilins, actin depolymerizing factors, a 
tubulins, J3-tubulins) also ha ve diverse members with vegetative and reproductivo 
expression pattems. Thus, we propose that this regulatory dichotomy represents an 
ancient landmark event in the global regulation of hundreds of higher plant 
cytoskeletal genes, an event linked to the macroevolution of plant vegetative and 
reproductivo organs. The recent availability of sequence and expression data for 
la¡ge numbers of plant genes should make it possible to further dissect this other 
important macroevolutionary events linked to novel regulation of the cytoskeleton. 

There are a relatively large number of nm1-conservative amino acid substitutions 
mapping to different protein surfaces among the isovariants that may effect actin 
polymerization into horno- and hetero-polymers and its interactions with the numerous 
actin-bioding proteins. It is likely that eacb plant actin isovariant will ha ve its own 

· distioct set of dissociation and rate constants for many of these interactions. Are the 
plant actins sequences simply under less selective constraint than animal actins orare 
these relatively extreme di.fferences important? Experi.ments are under way to test the 
ectopic expression of different actios and suppression of various actin mutants with 
beterologous isovariants. While we expect these experiments will demonstrate the 
different isovariant structures are important to cellular function, it will not explain how 
such diversity evolved. 

One explanation for the preservation of such sequence diversity is that the co
expression of diverse protein isovariants leads to more dynamic protein-protein 
iri.teractions and is of selective advantage to plants. Isovariant dynamics, as defined 
herein, result in the temporal and biochemical expansion and buffering of responses of 
a biological system due to the simultaneous expression and interaction of multiple 
isovariants of a protein. Expression of multiple isovariants with a variety of dissociation 
constants would broaden the possible responses of the plant cytoskeleton to various 
signals and stresses. The actin gene family in Arahidopsis thaliana serves as a useful 
case study of isovariant dynamics, because the expression of all the family members 
has been thoroughly studied and there is detailed infoxmation about the three
dimensional structure of actin proteins .. Future research will quantify these interactions 
and atteropt to detemúne if the co-expressed actins are co-localized iota the sarne 
fllaments and bundles or separated into distinct structures in plant cells. ·- ' 
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Profilin and llctin fr(IJn maizc pollen: a complex problem. · 

Chris J. Staiger 
Purduc Univcrsity 
W. Lafayettc, IN USA 

Plant rcproduclion dcpcnd~ upon the succcssful tmnsmi~ion of the malc gcnomc., 
contained in thc sperm, to thc embcyo sac where doublc-fertilization nccurs. Spcrm from 
angiosperms are non-motile, but are depositcd in thc emhryo sac by thc uniquc bchavinr of 
lhc vcgetativc cell ofllie pollcn gmin. Studics using cytochnla.~ins, compounds which bind 
to actin filament ends and dcpress actin dynamics, lmve bccn uscci to dcmnnstratc that 
poJm·ization of cytoplasm, sclccl ion of a gennination si te aml poi len tu he extension are all 
dcpcndcnt u pon an intact actin cytoskcleton However, rclatively Jiltlc is know ahnut thc 
factors which rcgulntc actin polymer levcls and filnmcnt dynamics in pollcn. lndccd, only 
¡;pan;e infonnation about thc size and coordination betwecn lhc monomcr (C.-) and 
pnlymcric (F-) pools nf actin exists for plant cclls gencrally. Wc ha ve u sed a ncw class of 
actin cytoskclcton inhibitor to examine the fundamental rcquircmcnt for a precise F-actin 
lcvcl during polle.n dcvclopment. Lalrunculin.~ are marine macrolides isolutcd from a red 
sea sponge which cxl1ihit the potent ability tu bind ami sequestcr G-actin. l..atrunculin B 
(LA TJ3) binds to purilied maizc pollc.n G-actin, with a Kd value of 70 nM. :u¡d causes 1'
actin dcpolymcrization in vitm. When applied to living palien grains anct wbcs, LATfi 
lrcatmenL~ rcvcaled that thcre are different requirements for F-actin bctween kcy stagcs of 
poll~n devclopment nnd morphogcncsis. Growth of the maizc pollcn tu be W<t~ much more 
scnsitivc to LATB than was pollen germination, suggesting that tip growth was extreme! y 
scnsitivc to altcration ~1f F-aetin levcls orlo changcs in thc P- 1~1 G-aclin ratio. To cx:uuinc 
Ibis further, wc mea.~urcd P-actin and total actin protcin conccurration in pollcn wilh a 
scnsitivc !luorimetric :1.'\.~ay for phalloidin-binding si tes and with an EL! SA mcthod. 
rcspcctivcly. 'll¡c total actin protein leve! did not change during maizc polkn gcrmim1tion 
or whcn polleo was treatcd wilh LATB. Tn contra.~t. trcat111ent with LATIS causcd a dosc
dcpcndcnl rcduction of P-actin in polleo. Plllthcrmorc, ungcrminatcd graius wcrc as 
scnsit"ivc to the inbil>ilor a.~ growing pollcn tu bes. Thcse findings suggcst lhat pollcn tip 
growth has a diffcrcnt and more stringent requircment for F-aclin than docs gcrmination. 
and provides thc fJ.tSt cvidencc that thcsc two proccsses are mechanisrically distinct. 

Profilin. a small protein with the ability to bind to G-nctin, is a complcx rcgulator of 
actin organi:r.<~tion that C<In cause disasscmbly or promotc polymerization dcpcnding on 
celltllar ionic conditions and the prc.~cnce of other <te! in binding factors. Wc lind that 
profilin is an abun<Úint cornponent of maizc pollen, with intraccllular conccntratiou~ of -95 
~1M, and is prosent in ncarly equimolar runount~ with polleo actin. By mca.~uring a 
dissoci:nion constant for purificd, nativo polleo actin binding lo pol!cn prolilin ( 1.4 pM), 

-, ·¡ . , : .-.and cxtmp<.llating to the situation of pollen cytopla.-;m, wc predict lhallhc bulk uf actin in 
[1<11lcn gr..tins and tubcs is prc.~cnt as prolilin-aclin complcx. Additional biodtcmical and 
tnolccular charactcrÍ7lltiou of palien pmfilin rcveals that this protcin may be a kcy 
intenncdiate bctwccn componcnts of signa! trnnsduction ca.~c:1des <lnd actin organi7;1tiou. 
Wc havc found that al le:L~t 5 profilin lranscripl~ are prcscnt in maizc poi len . Rccombinant 
1naizc pollen profilin~ fall into at lcast two classe.~ bascd on lhcir funclional pmpctiics Íll 
vil ro. Purthcrmore, thc mulliplc profilin isoforms from rnaÍ7.C pollen diffcr in thc ability to 
<~!ter ccllular architecturc. Thesc differenccs ;m1ong isoforms corrdat·c wíth thc aoility to 
hind l(l poly-L-proline i11 vitro. which prcsumably reflects thc <~bility 10 bin<l prolinc-rich 
cclluhu· protcins. Surprisingly, the highly divcrgcnt pollcn protilins al so ha ve scven1l 
previously uncxpccted propcrtics induding !he ahility to utodularc p.-f,tcin kimL ~ c activity ill 
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virrn. Our hypothcsis is lhat prolllin is a major rcgulator nf ¡mllcn actin organÍI'lllion and 
thal multiplc profilins perforan distincr functions during pollcn dcvdopmcnt. 

11lis work was supported by granL~ from thc USDA-NRICGP. 
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Cytoskeleton - Organizing Centers (COCs) in Higher Plant Cells. 

Anne-Catherine SCHMIT, Virginie STOPP!N, Jean CANADA Y, Franc;:oise MARTZ, 
Christine PETER, Marie Christine ENDLÉ and Anne-Marie LAMBERT 
lnstitut de Biologie Moléculaire des Plantes, 
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Université Louis Pasteur, 12 rue 
du Général Zimmer, F-67084 Strasbourg Cedex, France. 

The striking co-distribution and co-alignment of actin filaments and 
microtubules in most cytoskeletal arrays of the higher plant cell, such as in 
the cortical bundles, the pre-prophase band, the phragmoplast, suggests 
cooperative activities of both polymers under cell-cycle control. This 
organization also suggests the presence of spatially co-distributed sites of 
microtubule and F-actin assemblies, that could be termed Cytoskeleton
Organizing Centers or COCs instead of restrictive MTOCs. Compelling evidence 
has been obtained in vivo for the idea that F-actin assembly in the cell cortex 
or in the post-mitotic interzone precedes microtubule assembly and is guiding 
the spatial distribution of microtubules, such as in the phragmoplast ( 1) or 
the preprophase band. The positioning of the plant mitotic spindle also 
involves the cooperative activity of cortical actin filaments and microtubules 
which interact with the cell membrane at sites where the cell-plate will later 
fu se . 
The molecular mechanisms that control those essential events remain 
unknown. We address the questions of what is the nature of the higher plant 
COCs , where and how they are activated. The nuclear surface is so far the only 
site of microtubule nucleation that has been functionally identified in plants 
(2). lts activity for actin assembly is supported by in vitro experiments on 
isolated plant nuclei. The presence of gamma tubulin around the nucleus and 
surprisingly over most microtubule arrays raises the question of whether 
microtubule-nucleating complexes that are concentrated at the nuclear 
envelope could be transported along microtubules towards cortical domains 
where they could be co-activated with actin assembly sites. To investigate this 
hypothesis complementary approaches are developed. We established tobacco 
cell lines and plants overexpressing maize or tobacco gamma tubulin . F2 
generations are now investigated. GFP-gamma tubulin constructs used for 
transient expression in tobacco protoplasts permitted to identify cytoskeleton 
reorganization consequent to transfected gamma tubulin accumulation. 
In parallel, the molecular identification of cytosolic protein complexes 
competen! for the assembly of plant microtubules and/or actin filaments is 
under way. We ha ve already found that higher plant cell free extracts are 
capable to restore the nucleating activity of isolated mammalian centrosomes 
that have been inactivated by urea, indicating the presence of soluble 
complexes competen! for microtubule nucleation when they are recruited at 
an organizing center (3 ). 
References 
l. Endlé, M.C., V. Stoppin , A. M. Lamben., A.C. Schmit (1998) Eur. J. Cell Biol. 77 , 
10-18 
2. Stoppin,V., M. Vantard, A.C. Schmit, A. M. Lamben (1994) Plan! Cell, 6, 1099-
1106. / 
3. Stoppin ,V., C. Peter, B. Buendia, E. Karsenti, A. M. Lamben (1999) Biochim. 
Biophys. Acta, , in press. 
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ROLE OF ACfiN CYfOSKELETON IN POLARIZED GROWTH OF PLANT CELIS 

Benedikt Kose, Emmanuél Lemichez1
, Pius Sgielhofer1

, Yan Hong2
, Kimberly Tolias3

•
4

, 

Christopher Carpenter.s, and Nam-Hai Chua 

1Laboratory of Plant Molecular Biology, The Rockefeller University, 1230 York A venue, 
New York, New York 10021-6399 
2Institute of Molecular Agrobiology, National University of Singapore, Singapore 
117604 
3Division of Signal Transduction, Beth Israel Deaconess Medica! Center, Boston, 
Massachusetts 
4Department of Cell Biology, Harvard Medica! School, Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
5Department of Medicine, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts 02215 

Pollen tube cells grow rapidly and in a highly polarized manner based on aetin 
dependent targeted secretion at the tip. Rho family small GTPases have been 
implicated in the regulation of related processes in animal and yeast cells. We have 
doned a gene eneoding an Arabidopsis thaliana Rae type Rho family protein that is 
preferentially expressed in pollen tubes. The function of this protein in the regulation 
of pollen tube growth was analyzed. Expression of dominant negative Rae inhibited 
pollen tube elongation, whereas expression of constitutive active Rae induced 
depolarized growth. Rae was found to accumulate at the plasma membrane specifically 
in the pollen tube tip. Bioehemical analysis demonstrated that Rae physically 
associates with a phosphatidylinositol monophosphate kinase (Ptdlns-P-K) activity in 
pollen tubes. Phosphatidylinositol 4, 5-bisphosphate (Ptdlns 4, 5-P:z), the product of 
Ptdlns-P-Ks, was observed to localize to the plasma membrane at the tip similar to Rae. 
Expression of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) fused to the pleckstrin homology 
(PH-) domain of phospholipase C (PLC}-o1 , which binds to Ptdlns 4, 5-P2 specifically 
and with high affinity, strongly inhibited pollen tube elongation. Our results indicate 
that Rae and Ptdlns 4, 5-P2 act in a common pathway to control polar pollen tube 
growth and provide direct evidenee for a function of Ptdins 4, 5-P2 

compartmentalization in the regulation of this process. 
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Control or plant mitosis 

Erwin Heberle-Bors, Vienna Hiocenter, Austña. FAX: 43-1-4277-54603, e-ma.il: 
erwin@gem.univie..ac.al 

Plants are multiceUular orga,ni.~ms with defmcd shape)¡ and sizes. A developmentally 

determined body plan is elaborated by the controlled timing and orientation of cell divisions 
in restrictcd zones. the mcristems. Conservcd regulatorJ¡ of cell division in euk:aryotes are the 
cyclin-dependent protein kinases (CDKs). The expression of cyd.in genes is tightly regulated 
in plantli, e.g. B-type cyclins are only found in mitotic cells. We used a teuacyclin-regulatable 
promoter construct to study if cyclin expression is limitiog io the timing of cell divhions. The 
expression of a mitotic cydin gene, eycMs2 of alfalfa (Hirt et al 1992), in ~-uspension cultures 
of transgeni.c tobacco plants resulted io an elevated COK activity, and cells with an inc:reased 
cyclin am<'lunt entered mitosis about 2 hours earlier (M. Weingartner, l. Meslciene, M. 
Pfosscr, K. Zwerger, P. Binarova. B. Melilcan, L. BOgre, and E. Heberle-Bors, in prcp.). The 
shortened 02 phase had no apparent effect on the phenotype of tetracyclin-treated seedlings. 
bm interfered with root organogenesis in vitro. Jn ·auxin- and cytokinin-dependent 
regeneration of roots and shoO{s from tobacco leaf disks., lhe tetraL:ydin-induced premature 

passage through mitosis inhibired root fonnation, i. e. overexpression ofthe nútotic cyclin had 
an anti-auxin or cytokinin-like effect. We propase a modcl in which shoot versus root 
regeneration is regulated by the 01 and 02 exit points from the cell cycle. 

MAP lcinases have been shown to have regulatory roles in mitosis in fungi and 
animals. We reccntly isolated two MAP kinase genes. i e. n!f6 in tobau..-u and mmlc3 in alfalf<1 
which play sinúlar roles in mitosis (Calderini et al 1998, Bügre et al 1998). MMK3/NTF6 
showed an ¡u;tivity pattem during mitosis which is very similar to lhe ERKl and ERK2 
MAPKs in somatic rnammalian cells, and they lllC also found ar comparable locations, i.c. at 
the núdplane of cell division in the phragmoplast of plant cells and in the núdzone between 
the two daughter nuclci in anaphase in animal cells (Shapiro et al 1998). Normal microtubule 
dynamics were necessary for MMK3/NTF6 a.ctivation but iiltact microtubules were nO[ 
sufficient for MAPK activity. As the phragmoplast microtubules were redistributed from the 
center to the periphecy during teluphase. MMK3 stilllocalizcd to !he whole planc of divi~ion, 
indicating !hat phragmoplast microtubules are not required to keep MMIG at thi~ location. 

What mighr be !he signa! which the MMK3/NTF6 MAP kinase transmits? The 
tobacco MAP k:inasc kinase kinase NPKJ is also . located at thc cell plate, although unlik.e 
MMK3/NTF6, its protein leve! increases during nútosis (Machlda et al 1998). This suggests 
lhat NPKI rnay be an upstrearn regulator of NTF6. NPKl is also a negative regulator of auxin 
signaling (Kovtun et al 1998). 

Recently, embryo-patterning genes in Arabidopsis, such aS KNOLLE aod KEULE 

have been identified as being involvcd in cytokinesi.~ (Lukowitz et aL 1996, Assaad et al 
1996). and the syntaxin-related KNOLLE protein wa.~ localized at the cell plate (l..auber et al 
1997). Similar to MMK3, KNOU..E seems to be present acmss the entire plane uf division 

late in mitosis when the phragmoplast rcaches thc lateral cortex of the cell 
Thc relarionship of embcyo patterning, organogenesis, cell divi~on. cy1.0skeleton, 

signa! tr.tnsdut:tion and hormones cunstitutes a LTOssroads with stinlulating prospects for an 
understanding of plant growth and development. 

Assaad FF. Maycr U. Wanner G. Jür¡;ens G (1996) The KEULE gene is in volved in cytokinesi< in Arabidopsis. 
Mol Gel> Gcnct253. 267-277. 

Maclüda Y. Náh.Wma M, Morikiyu K, Banno H,lshikawa M. Soyano T. Nishihanu('R (I99S) MAPKKK
rdatcd protcin lcina.'IC NPKI : Rt:gul~t ion ufthe M phasc ofplant ccll cyclc. J Plan!~ 111, 243-246. 
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Iliic~ L, Calderini O, Binaruv-<t P. Man.auch M, lill S, Kicgai S, Junal.: C. Polla.<elrl. C, S.tri:ec P. Husllison NS, Hin 
H, Hcbcrle-Bors E ( 1998) A MAP kinase i~ adivat:cd late in p1ant mitosis and becomes local u""' ro dte plaoe oC ccll 
division. P!mt Ct:ll 11:101-113. 

Calderiai O, Bügre L. Vi<xntc O, Birwova P, Hdlcrlc-Bors E, Wil.o;on C ( 1998) A ccl1 cycJe n:gulatcd MAP kinase 
wílha JlO'Sl>ible role In cytokint:sis in robacco cclls. J Ccll Sci 111 , 3091-3100. 

Hirt H, Mini< M, Pfossa M, BOgrc L. Gytirgycy J, Jonak C. Garmer A, Dudits D. Hebc:rle-Bocs E (1992) Alfdlf~ 
cydin.<: Di!Tcn:ntial ~ during the cd1 cyclc and in planr agans. Ph111tCeli4.1531-153R. 

Knvtun Y, Oüu W-L. Zcng w, Sheen J (1998) Supptl:SSion of autin signa! trallsducrion by a MAPK c:ascadc in plants. 
NalUJt 395.717-720. 

Laubcr Mfi, Waú.megger 1, Srdrunann T, Schwarz H. Ma)'(l' U. Jiwang 1, Lul.:owitz W, JiirgCilS G (1997) The 
Arahidopsi.s KNOll..E p.-otein is a cytokinci<-spct..ific syncaxin. J Cd1 Bio1139, 1485·\493. 

Lukowitz W, Maycr U, Jürgens G (1996) Cytokinesis in the Arabidopsis cmbcyo in vol ..-es lhe ~yntaxin-rcla!cd 
KNOLLE gene product. Ccll 84, 61-71. 

Sbapii"' PS. Vaisberg E. Hunt AJ, Tolwinsl:i NS, Whlllcn A M. Mcúuosh R, Alul NG (1998) Activ-<ttion ofthe 
MKK/ERK pathway dwing SOtnaúc rell mirosi<. Direct itllcraction of active ERK with lcinetochorcs and 
regu.Larion oC lhc mi !ocie 3F3/2 ph~oantigen. J Cell Biol 142, 1533-1545. 
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ASSEMBL Y OF THE CELL PLATE DURJNG PLANT CELL CYTOKINESIS 

Andrew Staehelin, Thomas Giddings, Janet Meehl, Marisa Otegui and Lacey Samuels, 

Department of Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology, University of Colorado, 

Boulder, CO 80309-0347, USA. 

We have used high pressure-freezing/freeze-substitution and immunocytochemical 

techniques to investigate cell plate formation in synchronized tobacco BY-2 cells as well as 

in Arabidopsis and tobacco root tip cells. These studies have led to the development of a 

model of cell plate formation (1) that distinguishes two major phases, a phragmoplast

associated phase and a post-phragmoplast phase. Each of these phases can be further 

subdivided into specific assembly steps which develop sequentially and can be observed 

adjacent to each other as the cell plate expands from the center. 

The first phase commences with the delivery of Golgi-derived vesicles to the equatorial 

plane along phragmoplast microtubules, where they immediately begin to fuse with each 

other. Fusion of the vesicles is brought about by -20 nm tubules that grow out of individual 

vesicles and fuse with others giving rise to a continuous, interwoven, fusion tube-generated 

network. Consolidation of this network into a tubulo-vesicular network is accompanied by 

the assembly of a dense "fuzzy" coat of unknown composition on the membranes and the 

appearance of numerous clathrin-coated buds. We postulate that these clathrin-coated buds 

remove both excess lipids and selected proteins from the tubulo-vesicular network and 

thereby contri bu te to its maturation into a smooth tubular network. The loss of the fuzzy 

coat from the tubulo-vesicular network during its conversion into a slimmed down tubular 

network coincides with the disassembly of the central phragmoplast MTs and the assembly 

of new ones at the leading edge of the cell plate. These new MTs bias the delivery of 

vesicles to the outer edge of the expanding cell plate where they fuse and initiate a new 

round of assembly. Meanwlúle the central tubular network fills with callase produced by 

enzymes in the cell plate membrane, which results in its conversion into a fenestrated sheet

like structure and then into a continuous primary wall. Fusion of the cell plate with the 

parental plasma membrane is brought about by fusion tubes generated along the plate 

margins. This fusion appears to coincide with the appearance of the first cellulose fibrils and 

a concomitan! reduction in callose deposits. 

To further analyze these events we have re-examined the effects of two drugs known to 

inhibit cell plate formation, caffeine (2) and dichlobenil (DCB) (3, unpublished results) In 

the presence of 1 O mM caffeine, which most likely perturbs local calcium gradients, the 

Golgi-derived vesicles fuse normally and give rise to a typical fusion tul,>é generated network 

capable of expanding centrifugally. However, further maturation of the cell plate into a 
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tubulo-vesicular network appears to be impaired as evidenced by the lack of assembly of a 

fuzzy coa!, the lack of callose synthesis, and the lack of clathrin-coated bud formation . In 

the absence of these changes, the membrane network remains in a fragile state and 

eventually breaks up into vesicles that are reabsorbed. 

lt is generally assumed that the effects of DCB on cell plate formation are related to its 

ability to inhibit cellulose synthesis (3) . Studies of the effects of DCB on olfactory 

neuroepithelial cells of catfish, however, ha ve suggested that DCB may act on regulatory G

protein systems (4). Our most recen! observations are consisten! with the latter theory, since 
the data show that DCB and/or its metabolites perturbs cell plate formation prior to the 

cellulose synthesis step by disrupting membrane trafficking to and from the cell plate as well 

as cell plate maturation in general. Micrographs ofBY-2 cells exposed to 1 - 5 11M DCB 

demonstrate that cell plate formation is normal up to and including the assembly ofthe fuzzy 

coated tubulo-vesicular network with clathrin-coated buds. However, the images of the 

clathrin-coated buds become more distinct and, in contras! to the controls, high numbers of 

buds persist through all of the subsequent stages of cell plate formation . In addition, the 

tubulo-vesicular network never seems to slim down even after the disappearance of the 

phragmoplast MTs and the Ioss ofthe fuzzy coat. This results in lúghly convoluted, bulbous 

cell plates that expand and mature slowly and do not link up efficiently with the parental 

plasma membrane. Al! of these observations are consisten! with the hypothesis that DCB 

inhibits the budding of clathrin-coated vesicles and thereby affects the removal of excess 

membrane from the cell plate, yielding cell plates with abnormally high surface to volume 

ratios and convoluted geometries. One possible target of DCB could be dynamin 
(phragmoplastin), that is known to be a G-protein and has been shown to function as a 
vesicle "pinchase" in mammalian cells (5, 6). 

Supported by grants Nlli-GM18639 and USDA96-35304-3710 toAS . 
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REGULATION OF CELL PLATE FORMATION: THE LAST STEP IN PLANT 
CELLCYCLE 

Desh Pal S. Verma, Department ofMolecular Genetics and Plant Biotechnology Center, 
Ohio State University, Columbus OH 43210 USA 

Formation of cell plate at cytokinesis is a unique process in plant cell division. An 
extracellular compartment is established at the center ofphragmoplast by accumulation and 
fusion of Golgi-<lerived vesicles. These vesicles fuse by extending a tubular structure 
which consolidates and fonn a tubulo-vesicular net work at the forming cell plate. We 
have identified a protein (Phragmoplastin) homologous to dynamin family which is 
involved in fusion of vesicles at the forming cell plate. Phragmoplastin is a high molecular 
weight GTPase but unlike dynamin is missing the SH3 domain. The molecule self 
polymerizes with the help oftwo domains that we have identified and shown to be 
responsible in fonning a spiral polymeric structure by interaction of domain A of one 
molecule with domain B ofthe next molecule. Such structures can wrap around the 
tubules at cell plate. Using GFP fused to the amino end ofphragmoplastin, we have shown 
the dynamics of cell plate fonnation and have uncovered a checkpoint in the completion of 
cell plate. By making GTP domain mutants, we have established a possible role of GTP 
hydrolysis. Using two hybrid system, we ha ve identified severa! proteins that interact with 
phragmoplastin. One ofthese is a glucosyl transferase which may be involved is the 
supply ofUDP-glucose for the synthesis ofbeta-1-3-glucan (callose) which is initiated as 
soon as tubulo-vesicular structure is established. We have also shown that phragmoplastin 
interacts with a Rho type molecule which may provide signa! for the initiation of glucan 
synthesis. Further characterization of proteins associated with this complex may allow us 
to dissect the complexity and the mechanism of cell plate polysaccharide biosynthesis. 
The latter Jeads to cellulose deposition which hardens the cell plate and permanently 
closes the "door" dividing the cell into two. 
This work was supported by a NSF grant to DPSV. 
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CYTOKINESIS IN THE ARABIDOPSIS EMBRYO 
Gerd Jürgens. Entwicklungsgenetik, ZMBP, Universitlit Tübingen. Auf 
der Morgenstelle 1, 
D-72076 Tübingen. FRG. gerd.juergens@uni-tuebingen.de 

Cytokinesis partitions the cytoplasm of the dividing cell. This basic 
biological proce...s serves multiple purposcs in plant developmcnt 
(Jürgens, 1996, Sem. Ccll Dev. Biol. ?, 867-872). For example, ccll fates 
can segregate during the division of a polarised cell, and cell divisions 
that are regulated in time or space contribute to morphogenesis since the 
wall-bounded cells cannot change their positions relative to their 
neighbors. In more generallenns, the newly-fonned plasma membrane 
and cell wall may actas a barrier to help establish separate 
microenvironments for the daughter nuclei. Plant cytokinesis starts in the 
center of the dividing cell where a specific cytoskeletal array, the 
phragmoplast, fonns berween the daughter nuclei. Golgi-derived vesic!es 
are transporte<.! along the phragmoplast to the plane of division where 
they fusc with one another tu fonn the cell plate, a membrane-bounded 
incipient cell wall (Staehelin and Hepler, 1996, Cell 84, 821-824). As the 
phragmoplast is being displaced centrifugally, the disc-shaped cell plate 
expando; by the conlinuous incorporation of new vesicles and eventually 
fuses with the parental cell wall. 

We have taken a genetic approach to analyse mechanisms that underlie the 
regulation and execution of cytokinesis. Two classes of mutant<; were 
isolated: cell division defective mutants collectively called pilz group and 
cytokinesis mutants. Mutations in PILZ group genes block cell division 
during embryogenesis, and mutant embryos consist of only one ora few 
largc cells each containing one or more variably enlarged nuclei and often 
cell wall stubs. Cell cycle regulators, such as CDK. are expressed but 
microtubule assembly appears defective (Mayer et al .• in press). 
Cylokinesis mutants which represent at least 6 genes are impaired in cell 
pJa[e formation. One of these genes, KNOLLE, is transcribed in a cell
cycle dependent manner and encodes a synwin-related protein (Lukowitz 
et al., 1996, Cell 84, 61-71). Syntaxins are members of a family of 
vesicle-docking proteins, and KNOLLE protein may thus play a speci.fic 
role in cytokinetic vesicle trafficking. As shown by indirect immuno
t1uorescence and electron microscopy, KNOLLE protein is made during 
the M phase of the cell cycle and accumulates in the plane of cell division 
during cytokinesis, mediating the formation of the =11 plate by vesicle 
fusion (Lauber et aL, 1997, J. Ccll Biol. 139, 1485-1493). Mutations in 
another gene, KEULE, also cause defects in cytokinesis, a; . ¡;~d the mutant 
phenotype resembles that of knolle embryos (Assaad et al. , 1996. Molec. 
Gen. Genet. 253, 267-277). Whereas the single mutants are seed1ing- · 
lethal , the knolle keule embryo develops into a huge single ceU with many 
nuclei. suggesting that thc two genes have partially overlapping functions 
in cytokinetic vesicle trafficking (Waizenegger et al. , in prep.). 
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Isolation of a yeast protein that interact with 
the replicase of the gemini virus TYLCV.- Franco M., 
Castillo-Garriga A., and Bejarano E.R.; Departamento de 
Genética. Universidad de Málaga. 29071 Málaga (Spain) 

Geminivirus are pl.ant viruses with circular single-stranded 

DNA genomes, containing 6-8 genes. The gene Rep is the only 

virus gene essencial for replication. This gene encocles a 

multifunctional protein that joins specificall.y to the viral 

replication origin. 

The presence of this protein in the cell induces the apearru1ce 

of S phase specific cell proteins. This induction is similar 

to that in animal viruses with a similar genomic structure 

{adenovitus, polyomavirus, etc.). 

The fact that pRep from gerninivirus WDV and Rb. from mammalians 

interacts suggests that geminivirus coul.d have similar 

mechanisrn to those viruses to induce the en trance in S phase 

The isolation in maize of an homologous of retinoblastoma 

supports this idea. 

As in animal viruses. the cell cycle deregulation could 

involve interactions between pRep and several cell cycle 

regulatory proteins . We have used pRep from geminivirus TYLCV 

and a cDNA library from S. pambe. Till now. we have isolated a 

protein that interacts with pRep and is essencial for S. 

pombe. We have identified analogous in S. cerevisiae,L. 

esculentum and A. thaliana . We are studying the function in 

CE!ll cycle regulation in S . pombe and its interaction with 

pRep . 
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A MCM3 ~o~ologue is re1p1lated through the cell cycle and by post~ 

transcnptional processmg events during Arabidopsis thaliana 
development. 

Valérie L. Dodeman, Paolo A. Sabelli, Fran~oise Becnardi, Ti Hai Phan ilnd 

Catherine Bergounioux: 

In eukaryotes, tight regulatory mechanisms ensure the ordered progression through 

the cell cyde phases. The mechanisms that prevent chromosomal DNA replication from 

taking place more than once each cell cyde are thought to in vol ve the function of proteins 

of the núnichromosome maintenance (MCM) family. Here we characterize AtMCM3, a 

new member of the MCM family fromArabidopsis. tlwliana, with regard to different 

regulation levels. We show that AtMCM3 trancript is regulated during the mitotic cell 

cyde with a maximum level in S phase. Moreover, the AtMCM3 protein is present in 

highest abundance in proliferating cells. The distribution of AtMCM3 to both cytoplasm 

and nucleoplasm suggested that this protein ís not regulated by nuclear exclusion Three 

different cONA clones encoding AtMCM3 were obtained, although they possess identical 

coding regions, they display heterogeneous positions of cleavage and poly(A) taillengths. 

Our results indicate that the AtMCM3 mRNA 3' untranslated regions are spedfic to 

different organs, suggesting a novel post-transcriptional regulation for MCM3 genes . 

During leaf growth two types of cell cycles, mitotic cell cycle then endocycle, are engaged. 

TheAtMCM3 transcript leve! was maximun for the youngest stages of leaf development, 

when a maximum of mitotic divisions occurs, suggesting that AtMCM3 may not be a key 

factor in endoreplication. Furthermore, a new function involving AtMCM3 in DNA repair 

is proposed. 

Trébin C. Glah N, Pe:-ennc:t C, Planchais S,l'lergouní<>ux C 
M pbase-spccific activation of !he Nicotio.na sy/vatris Cyc/ir¡ Bl promotcr involves mulliple regulalory 

eLcments. 
PlanlJ 1999 in Press 

Trehin C, Plancbat~ S, Glab N, Perennes C. Trcgeac J. Bergouuioux C 

('.cU cycle regulal.ion by plan! growth rcgulalors: iovo! vemem of auxin and cytokinin in r.hc re-entry of Petunia 

protoplasts imo the cclJ cycle. . ¡ : 

' : , 
r· 
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Growth enhancement by cyclin 02 overexpression in 
toba ceo 

Bart G. W. den Boer1
, Claire E. Cockcrote and James A. H. 

Murray2 

1 Plant Genetic systems N.V. Jozef Plateaustraat 22, B-9000, 
Gent, Belgium. lnstitute of Biotechnology, University of 
Cambridge, Tennis Court Road, CB2 1 QT, England. 

In multicellular organisms the correct timing of cell division requires the 
coordination of developmental signals and factors that control the cell 
cycle. An important control point is the G1 to S-phase transition where 
the decision to enter S-phase or arrest in G1 is controled by G1 cyclins 
(e.g. O cyclins). To study the relation between plant development and 
cell cycle regulators we have generated tobacco plants that express 
Arabidopsis cyclin 02 under control of the cauliflower mosaic virus 
prometer. 

In comparison with control tobacco plants cyc02 overexpressors show 
an enhanced growth rate, earlier flowering and increased seed yield but 
a normalleaf size and stature(1 ). This phenotype contrasts sharply with 
plants that overexpress other cell cycle components like cdk's(2). 

Scanning electron microscopy of shoot apical meristems shows that 
cyc02 overexpressors have a reduced plastochron but similar size of 
the apical meristem. Growth enhancement is not only restricted to the 
aerial part of the plant but extends also to the root. No difference in cell 
size could be detected in the apical meristem or leaves. The observation 
that the effect of cyc02 overexpression is restricted to dividing cells is 
confirmed by the fact that leaf expansion rate is similar to that seen in 
control plants. 

When exposed to a number of stresses like cold, low light and salt 
transgenic plants always out-perform the control plants. To investigate 
the effect of cycD2 overexpression on the cell cycle more directly we 
have initiated experiments to measure the cell cycle time of root 
meristematic cells. 

(! ) Cockcroft et al. in preparation. 
(2) Hemerly et al. (1995). EMBO J. 14, 3925-3936. 
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"Norman Borlaug Center for Plant Science De Montfort University,-Institute of 
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Czech Republic, Videnska 1083, 142 20 Prague, Czech Republic 

clnstituto di Ricerche sul Miglioramento Genetico Piante Foraggere CNR, Vla 
Madonna Alta 130,06128 Perugia, ltaly 

The microtubule-associated protein 2 kinase (MAP2-kinase}, now better known as 
mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK}, was initially discovered in animal cells in 
association with the cytoskeleton, and was later also implicated in cell division. The 
importance of mitogenic stimulation in plant development roused interest in finding 
the plant homologues of MAPKs. Here we show that the alfalfa MAPK, MMKl, is 
likely to be involved in cell cycle regulation. During synchronous cell division after 
aphidicoline block MMK1 is activated in early G2 phase as well as in G 1 phase. In 
dividing cells we found this MAPK in association with various cytoskeleton 
structures. MMK1 is also activated during hormone-induced cell divisions just befare 
G1 cyclin expression. Another alfalfa MAPK, MMK3, is induced in mitosis and 
localises to the cell plate during cytokinesis. Therefore, sequential activation of 
MAPKs might regulate multiple aspects of plant cell division such as the induction -of 
G 1-cyclin expression, reorganisation of microtubules during G2 phase, entry into 
mitosis and cytokinesis. 

! ,• 

•• _. 1 .1 

: :.¡ ·, 
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DEPENDEN CE OF RB PROTEIN LEVELS ON CELL CYCLE ANO GROWTH 
M. Beatrice BONJOTII, Qi XJE, Elena RAMIREZ-P ARRA, and Crisanto GUTIERREZ. Centro 
de Biología Molecular-CSIC, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Cantoblanco, 28049 Madrid, 
Spain. 

In aii eukaryotes, ceii cycle progression is tightly controiied by a number of 
regulatory proteins. In human ceils the retinoblastoma (Rb) gene product 
controls the transition through the Gl phase of the cell cycle by inhibiting 
transcription factors, such as those of the E2F family, which are able to actívate 
genes required for DNA replication. Moreover, the activity of different cyclin
dependent kinases temporally regulates the Rb/E2F association. Advances in 
the study of the Gl/S regulators in plants and the isolation of a number of 
homologues to human cell cycle regulators ( i. e. kinases and cyclins), together 
with the isolation of a homologue of Rb in maize (ZmRbl) in our group, lead 
us to focus our efforts on the study of the importance of Rb in the Gl /S 
transition. · 
First, the ZmRbl cONA and deletions at the N-terminal, at the C-terminal and 
at both domains were cloned in pGEX-KG and overexpressed as Glutathion-S
transferase fusion proteins. Purified proteins from the N and C pGSTZmRb 
deletion (27-557), containing the functional Rb A/B pocket, and the 
complementary clone, containing only the C-terminal region (558-683), were 
used for antibody production in rabbits. Using hyperimmune sera, a doublet 
of about 110 Kda is detected in total cell protein extracts of both maize and 
wheat cells. Interestingly, extracts also contain immunoreactive bands of about 
95 Kda and about 65 Kda. 
The anti-Rb antibodies were also used to determine the Rb protein levels at 
different stages throughout the cell cycle in synchronized cultures. 
In order to determine the dependence of Rb protein levels on growth signals, 
we starved wheat ceii culture in medium without carbon source and auxin. 
After the starvation period, the Rb protein leve! is considerably decreased. 
Subsequent addition of the carbon source is necessary and sufficient to restore 

.) the Rb protein to a normal leve!. 
One direct way to study the function of plant Rb is to identify ceilular factors, 
i.e., COK, cyclin, E2F, that interact with the protein and that, Iikely are part of 
the Rb regulatory pathway. We have used an anti-PSTAIRE antibody to assay 
for the presence of a Rb specific kinase. In total wheat ceii ex tracts, this 
antibody is able to detect and to immunoprecipitate a band of about 34 Kda. 
We are currently testing the kinase activity of the immunoprecipitation 
products using purified GSTRb as substrate. The results of these experiments 
w i II be d iscussed. 
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A cell cycle regulated MAP kinase with a possible role in 

cytokinesis in tobacco cells 
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Vienna, Austria. 2Institute of Microbiology, Czech Acadamy of Sciences, Norman Borlaug 

Center for Plant Science, Videnska 1083, Prague 4, 14200, Czech Republic. 3Present address : 

Instituto de Biología Molecular y Celular de Plantas, Universidad Politécnica 

In late anaphase/early telophase a plant-specific cytoskeletal structure, the phragmoplast, is 

found which is in volved in the deposition of material required to form the cell plate. An intimate 

relationship exists between microtubules and other molecules necessary for phragmoplast and 

cell plate formation . Cell plate formation starts in the cell centre and then progresses towards the 

cell periphery. The early stages are marked by the presence of two microtubular arrays with 

opposite polarity. These microtubules transport Golgi-derived vesicles to the newly forming 

cell plate, where they fuse to form a tubulo-vesicular network that later consolidates into a 

smooth tubular sheet in which callase is deposited. As the forming cell plate progresses 

towards the periphery of the cell, microtubules are displaced from the centre and follow the 

leading edges of the expanding phragmoplast. 

Using synchronized tobacco cell suspension cultures and a peptide antibody raised against the 

tobacco MAP kinase p43Ntf6, we show that entry into mitosis appears to be necessary for the 

activation of the kinase, which occurs as a post-translational event. Treatment of cells with 

different microtubule destabilizing/stabilizing drugs and analysis of MAP kinase activities 

indicated that the p43Ntf6 kinase is functionally distinct from a previously described MAP 

kinase whose activity is required for metaphase arrest; rather normal microtubule dynamics 

and/or progression into a later stage of the cell cycle is necessary for MAP kinase activation. 

Detailed analysis of the progress ion of synchronized cells through the ce!! cycle and the 

associated MAP kinase activities showed that the MAP kinase was activated later in the, céll 

cycle than pJ3sucLassociated CDK activity, corresponding to late anaphase/early teloph a~e. 

Indirect immunofluorescence stud ies with the anti-p43Ntf6 antibody, and double l abe !Ú~ . g ~ i . th 

the anti-p43Ntf6 an tibody and an anti-tubulin antibody identified a transient localization bPLhe 
' :. . •.( ¡ 

p43Ntf6 protein to the cell plate in anaphase cells, in between the interdigi tating microtubl)l e 

arrays that are characteri st ic of the phragmoplast. The kinetics of kinase act ivat ion an<fthe 

intracellular localizat ion of p43Ntf6 support a role for thi s MAP kinase in cytokinesis i n ! t~ b ~é:co 

cell s. 
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Plasticity in nodule development on Sesbania rostrata. 

Merce Caturla Goñi, Manuel Femández López, Sofie Goormachtig, 
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Leguminous plants in symbiosis with rhizobia form either indeterminate 
nodules with a persistent meristem or determínate nodules with a transient 
meristematic region. Sesbania rostrata is a leguminous plant that forms 
nodules on roots and stems upon inoculation with Azorhizobium caulinodans. 
8oth stem and root nodules have been described as being of determínate 
type, although the development of both was found to be of a hybrid 
nature 1

• 
2

• 
3

• 
4 Developing nodules induced by Azorhizobium caulinodans 

show a transient coexistence of different developmental zones, and thus 
resemble indeterminate nodules. However, after a week, nodule meristem 
activity stops and mature nodules are determínate. 

Here we show that depending on the environmental conditions, mature 
root nodules of Sesbania rostrata plants can be of the indeterminate type 5

. 

Molecular markers for cell division (cyclin and histone SrH4) and parenchyma 
formation (Srenod2) have been used to demonstrate differences between 
determínate Sesbania rostrata nodules. Those observations illustrate a case 
of phenotypic plasticity in plant development. 

The plant hormone ethylene may be involved in determining the switch 
from persistent to transient meristem and the subsequent start of nodule 
maturation. 

1 
Tsien H. C., Dreyfus B. L. and Schmidt E. L., (1983), lnitial stages in the morphogenesis of 

nitrogen-fixing stem nodules of Sesbania rostrata, J. Bacteriol., 156: 888-897. 
' ' 

2
· Dohoux E. (1984), Ontogénese des nodules caulinaires du Sesbania rostrata (légumineuses), 

. ~ .ran. J. Bot., 62: 982-994. 
N'doye 1., de Billy F., Vasse J., Dreyfus B. L. and Truchet G., (1994), Root nodulation of 

rl Sesbania rostrata, J . Bacteriol., 176: 1060-1068. 
-A :C?qormachtig S., Alves-Ferreira M., Van Montagu M., Engler G. and Holsters M., (1997), 

Expression on cell cycle genes during Sesbania rostrata stem nodule development, Mol. Plan!
, 'Mi ~ robe lnteract., 5:228-234. 
c A l 1 ~mánd , ez López M., Goormachtig S., Gao M., D'Haeze W. , Van Montagu,M. and Holsters M., 
)\ 9 _ 9 r 8~, Ethylene-mediated phenotypic plasticity in root nodule development on Sesbania rostrata, 

P'.N.A.S., 95. 12724-12728. 
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Differential subcellular Iocalizations of three A-type cyclins in 
tobacco BY2 cells. 

The major interest of our studies is the understanding of the 
mechanisms in volved in the G liS transition of the cell cycle. For this 
purpose, the highly synchronizable tobacco cell line BY2 (Bright 
Yellow) has been used as a model and we have cloned three A-type 
cyclin's cDNAs by screening a BY2 library. Two of these cDNA 
belonging to group A3 of the A-type plant cyclins are G liS induced 
(cyc A59 and cyc Al05), whereas the third one belonging to group 
A 1 is mid-S induced ( cyc A 19). Owing to oligopeptides designed 
specifically for each cyclin, we obtained rabbit polyclonal anti-cyclin 
antibodies which were used in Westem blot analysis . Whereas the A-
type cyclin's 1nRNAs are strongly cell-cycle regulated, we showed 
that the A-type cyclin's protein levels remain constant throughout the 
cell cycle. This result is surprizing because the cyclin A is degraded 
in the mitosis phase of the animal or yeast cell cycle. To confirm this 
data, we have perfonned immunolocalizations of the tlrree A-type 
cyclins throughout tl1e cell cycle in BY2 cells using tlrree approaches 
: indirect epifluorescence, confocal microscopy and electron 
microscopy. Our observations showed that i. the tlrree A-type cyclins 
are indeed present in the BY2 cells at every cell cycle phases 
including mitosis when they localize to the spindle zone, ii. all tlrree 
A-type cyclins have been found to localize in the amyloplasts, 
precise( y in the starch granules area, iii . in addition, cyc A 19 is al so 
localized in the cytoplasm and cyc A59 in the nucleus of interphase 
cells_ These observations have been confinned' by subcellular ' .. . 
fractionations followed by westem analys is_ These differential 
subcellular localizations in B Y2 ce lis suggest specific roles of thesc ·
three A-type cyclins in dividing plant cclls . 
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Modulation of cell division and primordia initiation by flower homeotic genes 

Marcos Egea-Cortines, Heinz Saedler and Hans Sommer 

MPI-Züchtungsforschung, Carl-von-Linne Weg JO 50829 Koln Germany 

During plant development, cell division occurs mainly in the meristems. ln shoot apical 

meristems, cell divisions are relatively unsynchronized but higher mitotic indexes are correlated 

with the initiation of new primordia. Within the flower meristem, a highly coordinated series of 

events take place that allow the formation of organ primordia in a whorled phyllotaxy. One of 

the genes controlling this process in Antirrhinum is Fimbriata (Fim), an F-box protein that is 

required to establish both proper organ identity and whorled phyllotaxy. In loss of function 

alleles of Fim, increased organ number and a disruption of the whorled phyllotaxy suggest that 

primordia initiation is not fully syncronized, allowing groups of cells to adopt a primordium fate 

independently of position. This might result from cells with higher mitotic index in ectopic 

positions. ln Antirrhinum, the floral identity protein SQUAMOSA (Squa), fom1s temary 

complexes with the organ identity proteins DEFICIENS (Def) and GLOBOSA (Gio) . Flower 

architecture of def:squa or glo:squa double mutants is identical to fim null alleles . Double 

mutants of weak alleles of def and fim show an enhancement of the fim phenotype with more 

ectopic organs, suggesting that meristem and organ identity genes, control cell proliferation by 

maintaining the network that coordinates establishment of primordia. Based on the capacity of 

DEF-GLO and SQUA complexes to recognize the Fim promoter, and the genetic interaction 

observed between the genes, we hypothesize that after activation of Def and Glo by Fim, DEF 

and GLO forma temary complex with SQUA at the Fim promoter maintaining Firn expression. 

thus allowing primordia initiation only in corree! positions . 
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PLANT CYCLIN D EXPRESS ION IN SUSPENSION CUL TIJRED CELLS OF CHENOPODJUM 
RUBRUML 

M.D. Fountain, E. Beck, University of Bayreuth, Plant Physiology, 095440 
Bayreuth, Gennany, Michelle.fountain@uni-bayreuth.de 

Our interest focusses on the regulation of the plant cell cycle by extemal and 
intemal factors, in particular on tbe effects of phytohonnones. However, only 
parts of the cell cycle control macbinery of plants have been identified so far. 
Therefore we have examined a photoautotrophically growing cell suspension 
culture of Chenopodium rubrum L. and have identified fulllength cDNA clones 
of the following components: a D2- and D3-type cyclin, a B type mitotic cyclin, 
the first plant G 1-type CDK-inhibitor, the cDNA of a retinoblastomaprotein and 
a cyclin dependent kinase (A type) aswell as its 34 kDa protein. 

The sequence sirnilarities between plant and manunalian D type cyclins suggest 
that plant cyclins rnight also have a functional role in responding to growth 
signals. Expression ofthe cyclin D2 gene correlates with the carbohydrate status 
of active! y dividing heterotrophic Arabidopsis thaliana L suspension cultured 
cells ( 1 ). In photoautotrophic cells of Chenopodium rubrum L. cyclin D2 did not 
respond in such a clear way even in those cells which had been stationary for 
more than 5 weeks. However when tbe cells were grown heterotrophically in the 
dark, addition of sucrose was immediately followed by a significant increase of 
the cyclin D2 transcript. The expression of cyclin D2 and in particular of cyclin 
D3 was al so exarnined after cytokinin re-addition to cells deprived of exogenous 
cytokinin. 

Furthermore the expression of these cell cycle regulating genes have been 
exarnined in young and aged suspension cultured cells. The cyclin D2 transcript 
decreases significantly in the progression of the cell culture whereas the 
concentration of the cyclin-dependent kinase and the retinoblastomaprotein did 
not show such significant changes. The mRNA of these genes still can be 
detected even 5 weeks after the last cell division. In contrast to the dynarnics of 
the cyclin D2 transcript the CDK inhibitor in young and aged photoautotrophic 
cells as well as in heterotrophic cells is expressed strongly but with no 
significant changes. Therefore we conclude Htat tl1e effects of tl1e inhibitor is 
regulated on the protein leve!. 

(1) Soni, R., Carrnichael, J.P., Shar, Z.H., Murray, J.A .H. (1995) Plant 
Cell 7: 85 
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CLONING AND CHARACI'ERIZA TI ON OF T11E S'UI'R FROM T11E MA16 RNA-BINDING 

· PROTEIN mRNA. 

Elisenda Gen!lrn, Mar Al~ Josep Vilardell, Mootserrat Pag~ . 

Departameot de Geo~ca Molecular CID(CSIC) Jordi Girooa 18-26 08034 Barcelona. 

lbe MA16 protein from maize is an abundant 16 KD RNA-binding protein and coosists of two 

domains; the RNA-binding domain in the N-terminal half of the protein and the GAR domain in e
terminal regioo wbich is extremely J;ich in glycine residues . The gliáne-rich regioo contains repeats of 

the RGG-box. wbich has been defined as an RNA-binding motif in odler proteins. Homologuous 

proteins have been found in various other plant species and animals and also been desaibed in 

cyanobacteria, indicanting that this type of RNA-binding proteins probably represeots a very ancieot 

structure, wbich appeared before the divergeoce of eukaryoles and prokaryotes. 

The RNA-binding activity of these proteins has been analysed by ribolumopolymer-binding 

assays. Proteins from maize, tobacco, barley, cyanobacteria and animals show a high affinity for pol)G 

and polyU, indicating that cellular RNA ligands are likely to be emiched in G and U residues. 

lmmunoprecipitatioo experimeots showed that MA16 binds to ~ RNAs, including its own mRNA. 

Tha transaiption start site ofthe MA16 mRNA was determined using primer extensioanalysis .lt 
revealed that the MA16 mRNA leader sequeoce preseots severa! olygopryimidine strectches (Py

stretches), the Jargest of wbich is 17 nucleotides loog. Surprisingly, a pyrimidine-strech is cooserved in 

the mRNA 5úm of the MA16 group of plant protein. These made us think about of the possible 

function of these sequeoce in the control of the protein expressioo. fu' that reason in vitro translation 

experiments with transaipts bearing the whole MA16 mRNA leader sequeoce ora fragment were 

performed and showed that the preseoce ofwbole Ieader results in a decrease in the MA16 in vitro 

translation efficieocy. 
Localization studies showed that MA16 acumulate in the nucleolus. In additon, in situ 

hibridization experiments revealed a higher concentration of MA16 mRNA in different expanding 

tissues of maize seedlings. lb ese results seem to indicate that glycine-rich proteins coold be in volved in 

rRNA metabolism and growth and coold have a role along the cell cycle. Cell synchronization 

experiments are now being designed in order to study the MA16 mRNA and protein distribution along 

the cell-cycle. 
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COORDINATION OF CELL DIVISION AND TISSUE EXPANSION IN SUNFLOWER 

LEAF IN V ARIO US ENVIRONMENT AL CONDITIONS. 

Granier C and Tardieu F 

INRA - LEPSE, Place Viala, Montpellier France 

Pattems of cell division and tissue expansion have been followed in individual sun.flower leaves 

from initiation to the end of expansion, in a large range of environmental conditions including 

temperature, radiation and soil water status. Final area of individualleaves at a given position 

on the stem can have 10-fold variation without changes in epidermal cell area . Spatial and 

temporal analyses of cell division and tissue expansion revealed that both processes followed 

similar pattems during leaf development and that they had common responses to temperature, 

radiation and water deficit. These results suggest that cell division and tissue expansion are 

coordinated during leaf development either beca use they depend one of the other or beca use 

enzymes involved in each processes have common responses to environmental changes. 
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Analysis of CycD proteins In Arabidopsis 

Sandra Healy and James Murray, 

Institute of Blotechnology, Tennfs Court Rd, University of Cambridge, 
CB2 IQT, U.K. 

The expression of mammalian D-type cyclins is strongly dependent on the 

existence of mitogenic signals, and has been implica.ted as the link betwcen mitogenic 

stimuli and cell cyde reentry. In plants D-type cyclins have been isolated frorn a nurnber 

of species and the expression of these genes at the mRNA leve) has been uddressed in a 

nurnber of studies. However, very little is known about the regulation of D-type cydins 

<U the protein leve] and the aim of this study is m analyse the levels and activity of D-

type cyclíns in plants. We have raised polyclonal antibodies against CycD2 and CycD3 

from Arabidopsis, and have used these antibodies to Jook at the protein le veis of Cyc02 

and CycD3 during exit from, and reentry into, the cell cycle. 

The results of these experirnents demoostrate thut regulation of CycD2 and 

CycD3 protein appears to be different ar a nurnber of levels, and thi~ suggesrs thar !he 

specificüy of different D-rype cyclins may be important in plunt growth and 

developmenl. 
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PLANT CELL CYCLE GENES: INVOLVEMENT IN THE CONTROL 
OF TOMATO FRUIT ORGANOGENESIS 

Joubes Jérome, Chevalier Christian 
Unité de PhysiologiEi Végétale, Centre de Recherches INRA-Bordeaux 

BP 81, 3"3883 ViUenave d'Omon Cedex. France 

Classicaly tomato fi:uit development can be divided in to three phases which lead toa 
fruit ready to ripe. The first one corresponds to the development ofthe ovary.lt is followed by 
a second phase, mainly composed with active cell divisions, which begins at anthesis, 
probably in response to fertilization. 'Iñe third ph!!SC of fruit growth is charactcrized by cell 

expansion. The phase of ceJl. division is of prime importnnce as it determines the number of 
cells inside the .fruit, and consequently at Jeast in part the fmal size of thc fruit. The phase of 

cell expaasion is characterized by nuclei eodoreduplication, especially inside the ICicular tissuc 
{gel), wherc cell divisions cease rapidly and nuclei and cell enlargcment OCéur:; 

concomitantly. 
In arder to understand these phenomena at thc molecular level and especially the 

switch between division and endoreduplication., .we }(Joked for di.fferent cONA clones 
corresponding to genes involved in the plaat cell cycle, namcly the constitunnts ofthe mitosis 
promoting factor or MPF which is a key regulator of the cell cyc!e controlling the progression 

of the cell between the different phases of the cell cycle. 
Using a RT-PCR stratcgy with degeneratcd oligonucleotides, we amplified cDNA 

fragments corresponding to p34cdcl, A- and B-type cyclins. These cDNA fragments wcrc used 
to screen a cONA library prcpared with fruits harvestcd at the « cell division stage >>- Different 
full-length cDNA.s were obtained. 

The expression of these genes was studied during tomato fruit development 
(Lycopersicon esculentum cv West Virginia 106), in the diffcrent tissues ofthe fruit and in the 
different organs of the plant by RT-PCR. These different panels of expression can be 
comparcd with the variations of the p34Dk2 histone Hl kinase activity isolated by p9CKs•·1

-

sepharosc afftnity chromatography. 
These results give a new infonnation about thc tempoml and spatial distribution of thc 

mitotic activity during development oftomato fiuit, cell division aad cell differentiation. 
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CELL-CYCLE MODULATION OF CK2 ACTIVITY IN TOBACCO BY-2 CELLS. 
M. C. Espunya and M. C. Martínez. oto. de Bioquímica y Biologfa Molecular. 
Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona. 08193 Bellaterra (Barcelona). Spain. 

Protein kinase CK2 is an ubiquitous Serffhr kinase essential for cell viability. 
lt phosphorylates many substrates involved in DNA metabolism and cell 
division. We have used the highly synchronizable tobacco BY -2 cell line to 
investigate whether CK2 activity and expression is regulated in a cell-cycle 
specific manner in higher plants. Specific cONA probes for tobacco CK2a and f3 
subunits respectively, and polyclonal antibodies recognizing a and f3 subunits 
separately, were obtained to determine mRNA and protein levels of both 
subunits. Our data show that there is a transcriptional regulation of CK2a and 
CK2f3 genes in the transition from a resting to a proliferating state. 
Furthermore, f3 polypeptide appears to be essential for CK2 to display its full 
activity and it is degraded or not translated in resting cells. a and f3 genes' 
expression is constitutive in cycling cells at the transcript and protein level. 
However, CK2 activity oscillates throughout the cell division cycle, peaking at 
G1/S and M phases, in parallel with changes in the intracellular concentration 
of spermine, spermidine and putrescine. Our results suggest that polyamines 
are responsible for the post-translational activation of CK2 in dividing plant 
cells, acting both by stabilizing the f3-subunit and by increasing the activity of 
the holoenzyme. Finally, the differential effects observed by depleting CK2 
activity at specific cell cycle phases suggest that CK2 might play an important 
role at the G2/M checkpoint. 
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Molecular analysis of the tonneau mutations in Arabidopsis 

Philppe Nacry, Juliette Azimzadeh, Christine Camilleri, Anna Christodoulidou, 

Martine Pastuglia, Michel Caboche and David Bouchez. 

Laboratoire de Biologie Cellulaire, INRA-Centre de Versailles, Route de St-Cyr, 

F-78026 Versailles Cedex FRANCE 

Two classes of mutants (ton] and ton2) with a similar phenotype have been isolated from T

DNA- and EMS-mutagenized populations. Mutan! plants are dwarf, and all organs show 

profound morphological alterations. However, the general pattem is conserved, and all organs, 

tissues and cell types are present at their proper location. The phenotype is correlated to defects 

in cell division and elongation, with a strong desorganization of cortical cytoskeleton, absence 

of preprophase band, and mis-orientation of cell division planes 1• 

In order to understand why these mutants are still capable of partía! organogenesis despite the 

fact that they are severely affected in basic cell processes controlling cell division and 

elongation, we undertook the molecular cloning of the TON genes. 

Major chromosomal rearrangements occured in the ton] line, obtained after T-DNA insertional 

mutagenesis2
• In this line, the tonl mutation is caused by a 1,4 kb deletion which 

simultaneously disrupts two genes highly s imilar and organised in tandem repeat (TONJa and 

TONlb) . Complementation analysis with either Tonla or Tonlb cDNA indicate that these two 

genes are functionnaly redundant. Sequence analysis of these genes does not provide a clue to 

the function of the TON 1 proteins although significan! similarities are detected with unknown 

proteins from severa! species. RNA blot and RT-PCR analysis revealed that these two genes are 

expressed ata low leve! and constituvely in Arabidopsis. 

In order to get more clues about the function of these proteins at the cellular leve!, two 

approaches are now developped. Polyclonal antibodies directed against the TON! proteins are 

raised to determine the subcellular localization of these proteins by immunocytolocalization. The 

two-hybrid system is also u sed to isolate the possible partner(s) of the TON l proteins. 

l. Traas J., Bellini C., Nacry P., Kronenberger J., Bouchez D. and Caboche M. (1 995). 
Normal differentiation patterns in plants lacking microtubular preprophase bands. Nature, 375, 
676-677. 
2 . Nacry P., Camilleri C. , Cmu1i al B., Caboche M. and Boucl)ez D. (1998). Major 
chromosomal rearrangements induced by T-DNA transforma! ion in 'Arabidopsis. Genetics, 
149(2):641-50. 
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CHARACTERIZATION OF PLANT E2FTRANSCRIPTION FACTOR 
Elena RAMÍREZ-PARRA, Qi XIE, M. Beatrice BONIOm and Crisanto GtJTIÉRREZ. Centro 
de Biología Molecular..CSIC, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Cantoblanco, 28049 Madrid, 
Spain. 

Cell cycle progression is the result of a highly regulated network. Crucial 
for the correct passage of the cell through the different cell cycle stages is the 
strict regulation of the transcriptional activity of certain genes and in animals 
the Retinoblastoma(Rb)/E2F growth regulatory pathway is essential to 
cellular events related to the Gl/S transition as well as to certain 
differentiated states. 

The identification of a plant Rb member and the detection of DNA 
sequence elements in promoters of plant genes similar to the human E2F 
binding sites suggest that gene expression at the Gl/S transition might be 
mediated by Rb-boul)d transcription factors.These data l.ead to the prediction 
that E2F-like proteins exist in plants which may play roles similar to those of 
human E2F memb.ers. However, the identification of such E2F-like proteins in 
plants has been elusive. Now, we deséribe the isolation of a plarit member of 
the E2F family in a yeast two-hybrid screening using plant Rb as a bait. 

The analysis of the amino acid sequence of plant E2F reveals a domain 
organization similar to other animal family rnernbers, although there are 
sorne specific characteristics of plant E2F. The homology of plant E2F to 
other animal family members is high in the DNA-binding domain, modera te 
in the horno- and heterodimerization domains and relatively low in the 
transactivation domain and the Rb-binding motif. 

We have studied the similarities between plant and human E2F proteins 
and analyzed the sequence requirements of plant E2F to interact with both 
plant and human Rb-related proteins and with the human DP proteins. 

Here, we report data of expression of plant E2F thoughout the cell cycle in 
synchronized cultured cells that show that the protein is up-regulated early 
in S-phase. We have found that plant E2F is expressed not only in cultured 
cells but also in different non-proliferating tissues (roots, leaves and shoots) . 

Other details on the characterization of plant E2F will be presented. 
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Vered Raz and Maarten Koornneef 
WAU, Wageningen 
The Netherlands 

Cell Cvcle Requlation during Embrvo Growth Arrest in Arabídopsís 

The developmental program of the seed starts after fertilization of the egg 

cell and ends with a dormant seed. Seed dormancy allows the embryo to 

survive during restrictive condítions, and germinate when the environmental 

conditions permit seedling growth. During seed development embryo 

development and seed maturation processes are taking place. As the 

mature embryo does not instantly grow to a seedling until germination is 

induced, we suggest that a developmental pathway during embryogenesis 

may signal the embryo to arrest its growth. Mutants that exhibit s/e 

(sleepless embryo) phenotype have been isolated and developmentally 

characterísed . sle mutants exhibit premature germination wheii seeds are 

harvested 7-9 days after pollination. Embryo phenotype during that time is 

between torpedo to bent cotyledons stages, suggesting that embryo arrest 

is signalled befare growth phase is completed. 

As cell cycle might play an important role during the embryo growth phase, 

the expression of cell cycle regulated genes is being characterised in WT 

and sle embryos. Preliminary results shows that cell cycle activity during the 

growth phase is extended by 2 days in few of the s!e mutants compared to 

the WT activity. Using Promoter-GUS fusion transformants, the enhanced 

cell cycle activity in the mutants on a cellular level is being defined. 
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TRANSDUCfiON OF THE MITOGENIC AUXIN SIGNAL IN TOBACCO BY -2 CELLS 

G. Desbrosses, G. Tena and J.P. Renaudin" 

INRA, Laborarory ofPlant Physiology and Molecular Biochemistry, 34060 Montpellier cedex 

1, Francc. 

• Prcsent address : Universiry of Bordeaux 1, Lab. BCMDP, Avcnuc des facultés, 33405 

Talence cedex, France. E-mail : jp.renaudin@Jpcv.u-bordeaux.fr 

Auxin are plant growth regularors which excrt a whole range of effects at the cellular leve]. 

including enlargmenr, mitosis a.nd differenciation. When working with whole organs, the 

study of these effects is often made difficult by their cell a.nd tissue specificity. With this 

respect, plant cell cultures offer the possibility to assess the effect of auxin on a whole cell 

population. A typical response to auxin in such a system ís the control of the division rate. 

We have used auxin starvation to stop cell division in tobacco BY-2 cells, and wc havc 

analyzed the effects of auxin re-addition. Mitoses resume after a lag of JO hours, and a peak 

of weakly . ~ynchronous cell divisions is obtained afrer 19 h. We ha ve set in evidence severa] 

earlier changes in the physiology of che cells and in gene expression, which appear to be 

correlated with the auxin treatment and which will be reported. At the molecular leve), we 

have addressed the possible involvement of a MAP kinase pathway in thc course of the 

mitogenic effect of auxin. The results clearly exclude the involvement of a<< classical » MAP 

kinase, su eh as it has becn already reported, as a mediaror of auxin effects in this system 1• We 

ha ve also studied the effects of auxín on the activity of plasma membranc H+-ATPases, which 

ha ve been shown ro be one target of auxin in the context of the control of cell cnlargment by 

this horrnone. Our results índicate a dramaric effecr of auxin on these enzymes in the context 

e~ the control of mitoses. Auxin treatment leads , within hours, to changes in activity and 

ap ¡ u -o ~~ ~ n cc of plasma mcmbrane H+-ATPases. The underlying mechanism appear complexas 

it involves both a control of mRNA abundancy, a control of protein stability andan effect on 

the molecular activity. The possible relationship of these effecrs with the control of mitotic 

activity will be di scussed. 
1 Tena G and Renaud in JP (1998) Plant J. 16, 173- J 82. 
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REACTIVATION OF THE CELL DIVISION CYCLE DURING ROOT 
NODULE ORGANOGENESIS 

F. Roudier1
, J. Gyorgyey 1

•
2 and E. Kondorosi' 

1 Institut des Sciences Végétales, CNRS, Gif sur Yvette Cedex, France 
1 Biological Research Center HAS, 6701 Szeged, Hungary 

In plants most organs develop by post-embryonic processes from persisting or newly 
formed meristerns. Nodule development induced in the symbiosis between Rhizobium soil 
bacteria and leguminous host plants is a well defined example of new meristem elaboration and 
in this respect it represents a model to understand plant developmental mechanisrns. Nodule 
organogenesis is triggered by the externa! rnitogenic signals of rhizobia, the Nod factors, which 
are capable of reactivating the cell division machinery in G0-arrested cells, Iocated opposite to 
the protoxyleme poles in the root cortex. Maintenance of cell division activity leads to the 
formation of the nodule meristem from which cells can develop into the different nodule cell 
types and form the nodule primordium. · 

M y work airns at elucidating the re-entry of G0-arrested cells in the cell division cycle in 
Medicago. Previously, an A2-type cyclin, CycMs3, has been shown, in phytohorrnones treated 
Medicago Ieaves, to be involved in the G0-G1 transition and was proposed to act upstream of G 1 
cyclins. 

In order to test whether Nod factors-mediated cell cycle activation implicates also A2-
type cyclins, a nodule-expressed variant of CycMs3, named CycMsA2;2, was isolated in the 
laboratory. We have shown that the expression of this isoforrn wa.S stimulated by the Nod 
factors, in the emerging root hair zone, within one hour after the inoculation with Rhizobium 
meliloti and preceded expression of other S and G 2 phase-specific genes. To follow the 
activation of CycMsA2;2 during nodule initiation .and also in other plant developmental events, 
genornic clones were isolated both from the tetraploid Medicago sativa and the diploid model 
plant Medicago truncatula; the 5' regions of the different clones have been sequenced and fused 
to the uid.A reporter gene. Comparison of the prometer regions and expression pattems of the 
corresponding reporter constructs in transgenic M. truncatula will be presented. Since induction 
of CycMsA2;2 appears to be required for the initiation of nodule organogenesis, transgenic 
plants overexpressing this cyclin from the 35S prometer were regenerated and are presently 
tested for nodulation. 

To localize the CycMsA2;2 protein itself and to follow its fate in the cells, a polyclonal 
antibody was raised against a recombinant CycMsA2;2 expressed in E. coli. The results of 
westem blots will be shown. In addition we started a two-hybrid screening to identify protein 
partners of CycMsA2;2 and we ha ve been studying its direct interactions with known plant cell 
cycle regulators such as cdks, Rb and E2F in order to clarify its role in the G0-to-S transition. 
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Transient expression of y-tubulin in toba ceo BY -2 cells. 

SCHMIT A.C.. MARTZ F .• CAN ADA Y J .• PETER C. & LAMBERT A.M. 

Institut de Biologie Moléculaire des Plantes. CNRS-ULP. 
12. rue du G1 Zimmer. F-67084 Strasbourg-Cedex. FRANCE 

y-tubulin is known to play an essential role in microtubule nucleation. Our goal was to express it in 
tobacco BY -2 cells to study its function in vivo. Maize y-tubulin cDNA (Tub G2) with the flag M2 tagg 
(at the N or C tenninus) was expressed under the control ofthe CaMV 3SS promotor. The tagg allowed 
us to distinguish between transgenic and endogenous y-tubulin. To identifY transgenic cells in vivo. GFP. 
under the control ofthe 35S promotor was expressed either independently or in fusion with the y-tubulin 
sequence. After 3.5 days ofsubculture. BY-2 cells were harvested and treated for 24h with aphidicolin 
to increase the proportion of cells in GI/S phase. 3h after washing, the cells were plasmolysed and 
bombarded with DNA-coated tungsten particules using a particule gun. GFP expression was detected 4h 
after bombardment. The ability oftransgenic cells to divide was followed over a 48h period. 
After 20h. cells were fiXed for immunofluorescent Iabelling and cell crude extracts were prepared for 
immunoblotting. a, 13 and y-tubulin labeling was compared to Flag M2 and GFP staining. The 
expression of transgenic y-tubulin was high enough to be detectable in blots at the expected MW of 
S9kDa for the fusion protein y-tubulin: :flag and at 8SkDa for the fusion protein y-tubulin::flag::GFP. 
The absence of cross-reactivity between a, 13 and y-tubulin antibodies was checked. Transgenic y
tubulin is distributed throught the cytoplasm. predominantly near the nucleus and often appeared as 
bright fluorescent spots. Simultaneously. rnicrotubules progressively disassembled. The total amount 
of a and 13 tubulin increased, showing at leas! a ten fold higher intensity then in neighbouring non 
transfonned cells. The distribution of actin rnicrofilaments was also markedly disorganized indicating 
that microtubule and F-actin assembly sites may have cooperative activity. These results suggest that 
y-tubulin plays a role in a and 13 tubulin regulation. The majority of cells never divided or showed an 
abnonnal. Nucleation of new microtubules was not observed. suggesting either that overexpressed 
y-tubulin was inactive or toxic. 
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A cell plate-localized Arabidopsis cellulase is essential for cytokinesis 

Jianru Zuo, Naoko Nishizawa*, Qi-Wen Niu, Benedikt Kost, Nam-Hai Chua 

Laboratory of Plant Molecular Biology, The Rockefeller University, 1230 

York Avenue, New York, NY 10021. * Present address: Department of 

Global Agricultura! Sciences, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113, Japan 

The formation of the cell plate, a unique structure in dividing plant 
cells, is pivota! for cytokinesis. A mutation in the Arabidopsis DEC 
(Defective {;ytokinesis) gene causes the formation of aberrant cell plates and 
incomplete cell walls, leading to severely abnormal seedling morphology. 
DEC encodes a novel cellulase with an N-terminal trans-membrane domain. 
Immunohistological studies revealed that DEC 1ocalized at growing cell 
plates during cytokinesis. · Our results suggest that the membrane-anchored 
cellulase plays a critica! role in cell plate maturation. 
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Modulators of Plant Development. 
Organi zers : A. W. Galston and A. F. 
Tiburcio. 

*258 Workshop on Flower Development. 
Organizers: H. Saedler, J. P. Beltrán and 
J. Paz-Ares. 

*259 Workshop on Transcription and 
Replication of Negative Strand ANA 
Viruses. 
Organizers: D. Kolakofsky and J. Ortín . 

*260 Lecture Course on Molecular Biology 
of the Rhizobium-Legume Symbiosis. 
Organizer: T. Ruiz-Argüeso. 

261 Workshop on Regulation of 
Translation in Animal Virus-lnfected 
Ce lis. 
Organizers: N. ·sonenberg and L . 
Carrasco. 

*263 Lecture Course on the Polymerase 
Chain Reaction . 
Organizers : M. Perucho and E. 
Martínez-Salas. 

*264 Workshop on Yeast Transport and 
Energetics. 
Organizers: A. Rodríguez-Navarro and 
R. Lagunas. 

265 Workshop on Adhesion Receptors in 
the lmmune System. 
Organizers: T . A. Springer and F . 
Sánchez-Madrid. 

*266 Workshop on lnnovations in Pro
teases and Their lnhibitors: Funda
mental and Applied Aspects. 
Organizer: F. X. Avilés. 
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267 Workshop on Role of Glycosyi
PhosphatidyUnositol in Cell Signalling. 
Organizers: J. M. Mato and J. Larner. 

268 Workshop on Salt Tolerance in 
Microorganisms and Plants: Physio
logical and Molecular Aspects. 

Texts published by the 

Organizers: R. Serrano and J. A. Pintor
Toro. 

269 Workshop on Neural Control of 
Movement in Vertebrates. 
Organizers: R. Baker and J. M. Delgado· 
García. 

CENTRE FOR INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS ON BIOLOGY 

Workshop on What do Nociceptors *10 Workshop on Engineering Plants 
Tell the Brain? Against Pests and Pathogens. 
Organizers: C. Belmonte and F. Cerveró. Organizers : G. Bruening , F. García-

Olmedo and F. Ponz. 
*2 Workshop on DNA Structure and 

Protein Recognition. 11 Lecture Course on Conservation and 
Organizers: A. Klug and J. A. Subirana. Use of Genetic Resources. 

*3 Lecture Course on Palaeobiology: Pre- Organizers: N. Jouve and M. Pérez de la 

paring for the Twenty-First Century. Vega. 

Organizers: F. Álvarez and S. Conway 
12 Workshop on Reverse Genetics of 

Morris. Negative Stranded ANA Viruses. 

*4 Workshop on the Past and the Future Organizers : G. W. Wertz and J . A. 

of Zea Mays. Melero. 

Organizers: B. Burr, L. Herrera-Estrella 
and P. Puigdomenech. *13 Workshop on Approaches to Plant 

Hormone Action 
*5 Workshop on Structure of the Major Organizers: J. Carbonell and R. L. Jones. 

Histocompatibility Complex. 
Organizers : A. Arnaiz-Villena and P. *14 Workshop on Frontiers of Alzheimer 
Parham. Disease. 

*6 Workshop on Behavioural Mech-
Organizers: B. Frangione and J. Ávila. 

anisms in Evolutionary Perspective. 
*15 Workshop on Signal Transduction by 

Organizers: P. Bateson and M. Gomendio. 
Growth Factor Receptors with Tyro-

*7 Workshop on Transcription lnitiation sine Kinase Activity. 

in Prokaryotes Organizers: J. M. Mato and A. Ullrich. 

Organizers: M. Salas and L. B. Rothman-
Denes. 16 Workshop on lntra- and Extra-Cellular 

*8 Workshop on the Diversity of the 
Signalling in Hematopoiesis. 
Organizers: E. Donnall Thomas and A. 

lmmunoglobulin Superfamily. Grañena. 
Organizers: A. N. Barclay and J. Vives. 

9 Workshop on Control of Gene Ex- *17 Workshop on Cell Recognition During 

pression in Yeast. Neuronal Development. 

Organizers: C. Gancedo and J. M. Organizers: C. S. Goodman and F. 

Gancedo. Jiménez. 
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18 Workshop on Molecular Mechanisms 
of Macrophage Activation. 
Organizers: C. Nathan and A. Celada. 

19 Workshop on Viral Evasion of Host 
Defense Mechanisms. 
Organizers : M. B. Mathews and M. 
Esteban. 

•20 Workshop on Genomic Fingerprinting. 
Organizers: M. McCielland and X. Estivill. 

21 Workshop on DNA-Drug lnteractions. 
Organizers: K. R. Fox and J. Portugal. 

•22 Workshop on Molecular Bases of Ion 
Channel Function. 
Organizers: R. W. Aldrich and J . López
Barneo. 

•23 Workshop on Molecular Biology and 
Ecology of Gene Transfer and Propa
gation Promoted by Plasmids. 
Organizers : C. M. Thomas, E. M. H. 
Willington. M. Espinosa and R. Díaz 
Orejas. 

•24 Workshop on Deterioration, Stability 
and Regeneration of the Brain During 
Normal Aging. 
Organizers: P. D. Coleman, F. Mora and 
M. Nieto-Sampedro. 

25 Workshop on Genetic Recombination 
and Detective lnterfering Particles in 
ANA Viruses. 
Organizers: J. J . Bujarski, S. Schlesinger 
and J. Romero. 

26 Workshop on Cellular lnteractions in 
the Early Development of the Nervous 
System of Drosophila. 
Organizers: J . Modolell and P. Simpson. 

• 27 Workshop on Ras, Differentiation and 
Development. 
Organizers: J . Downward, E. Santos and 
D. Martín-Zanca. 

28 Workshop on Human and Experi
mental Skin Carcinogenesis. 
Organizers: A. J. P. Klein-Szanto and M. 
Quintanilla. 

• 29 Workshop on the Biochemistry and 
Regulation of Programmed Cell Death. 
Organizers: J. A. Cidlowski, R. H. Horvitz, 
A. López-Rivas and C. Martínez-A. 

• 30 Workshop on Resistance to Viral 
lnfection. 
Organizers: L. Enjuanes and M. M. C. 
Lai. 

31 Workshop on Roles of Growth and 
Cell Survival Factors in Vertebrate 
Development. 
Organizers: M. C. Raff and F. de Pablo. 

32 Workshop on Chromatin Structure 
and Gene Expression. 
Organizers: F. Azorín, M. Beato and A. P. 
Wolffe. 

33 Workshop on Molecular Mechanisms 
of Synaptic Function. 
Organizers: J . Lerma and P. H. Seeburg. 

34 Workshop on Computational Approa
ches in the Analysis and Engineering 
of Proteins. 
Organizers: F. S. Avilés, M. Billeter and 
E. Querol. 

35 Workshop on Signal Transduction 
Pathways Essential for Yeast Morpho
genesis and Celllntegrity. 
Organizers: M. Snyder and C. Nombela. 

36 Workshop on Flower Development. 
Organizers : E. Caen , Zs . Schwarz
Sommer and J . P. Beltrán. 

37 Workshop on Cellular and Molecular 
Mechanism in Behaviour. 
Organizers: M. Heisenberg and A. 
Ferrús. 

38 Workshop on lmmunodeficiencies of 
Genetic Origin. 
Organizers: A. Fischer and A. Arnaiz
Villena. 

39 Workshop on Molecular Basis for 
Biodegradation of Pollutants. 
Organizers : K. N. Timmis and J . L. 
Ramos. 

40 Workshop on Nuclear Oncogenes and 
Transcription Factors in Hemato
poietic Cells. 
Organizers: J. León and R. Eisenman. 
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41 Workshop on Three-Dimensional 
Structure of Biological Macromole
cules. 
Organizers: T. L Blundell, M. Martínez
Ripoll , M. Rico and J. M. Mato. 

42 Workshop on Structure, Function and 
Controls in Microbial Division. 
Organizers: M. Vicente, L. Rothfield and J. 
A. Ayala. 

43 Workshop on Molecular Biology and 
Pathophysiology of Nitric Oxide. 
Organizers: S. Lamas and T. Michel. 

44 Workshop on Selective Gene Activa
tion by Cell Type Specific Transcription 
Factors. 
Organizers : M. Karin , R. Di Lauro, P. 
Santisteban and J. L. Castrillo. 

45 Workshop on NK Cell Receptors and 
Recognition of the Major Histo
compatibility Complex Antigens. 
Organizers: J. Strominger, L. Moretta and 
M. López-Botet. 

46 Workshop on Molecular Mechanisms 
lnvolved in Epithelial Cell Differentiation. 
Organizers: H. Beug, A. Zweibaum and F. 
X. Real. 

47 Workshop on Switching Transcription 
in Development. 
Organ izers: B. Lewin, M. Beato and J. 
Modolell. 

48 Workshop on G-Proteins: Structural 
Features and Their lnvolvement in the 
Regulation of Cell Growth. 
Organizers: B. F. C. Clark and J. C. Lacal. 

49 Workshop on Transcriptional Regula
tion at a Distance. 
Organizers: W. Schaffner, V. de Lorenzo 
and J. Pérez-Martín. 

50 Workshop on From Transcript to 
Protein: mANA Processing, Transport 
and Translation. 
Organizers: l. W. Mattaj, J. Ortín and J. 
Val cárcel. 

Out of Stock. 

51 Workshop on Mechanisms of Ex
pression and Function of MHC Class 11 
Molecules. 
Organizers: B. Mach and A. Celada. 

52 Workshop on Enzymology of DNA
Strand Transfer Mechanisms. 
Organizers: E. Lanka and F. de la Cruz. 

53 Workshop on Vascular Endothelium 
and Regulation of Leukocyte Traffic. 
Organizers: T. A. Springer and M. O. de 
Landázuri. 

54 Workshop on Cytokines in lnfectious 
Diseases. 
Organizers: A. Sher, M. Fresno and L. 
Rivas. 

55 Workshop on Molecular Biology of 
Skin and Skin Diseases. 
Organizers: D. R. Roop and J. L. Jorcano. 

56 Workshop on Programmed Cell Death 
in the Developing Nervous System. 
Organizers: R. W. Oppenheim, E. M. 
Johnson and J. X. Camella. 

57 Workshop on NF-KBIIKB Proteins. Their 
Role in Cell Growth, Differentiation and 
Development. 
Organizers: R. Bravo and P. S. Lazo. 

58 Workshop on Chromosome Behaviour: 
The Structure and Function of Tela
meres and Centromeres. 
Organizers: B. J. Trask, C. Tyler-Smith, F. 
Azorín and A. Villasante. 

59 Workshop on ANA Viral Quasispecies. 
Organizers: S. Wain-Hobson, E. Domingo 
and C. López Galíndez. 

60 Workshop on Abscisic Acid Signal 
Transduction in Plants. 
Organizers : R. S. Quatrano and M. 
Pages. 

61 Workshop on Oxygen Regulation of 
Ion Channels and Gene Expression. 
Organizers: E. K. Weir and J. López
Barneo. 

62 1996 Annual Report 
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63 Workshop on TGF-~ Signalling in 
Development and Cell Cycle Control. 
Organizers: J. Massagué and C. Bernabéu. 

64 Workshop on Novel Biocatalysts. 
Organizers: S. J. Benkovic and A. Ba
llesteros. 

65 Workshop on Signal Transduction in 
Neuronal Development and Recogni
tion. 
Organizers: M. Barbacid and D. Pulido. 

66 Workshop on 100th Meeting: Biology at 
the Edge of the Next Century. 
Organizer: Centre for lnternational 
Meetings on Biology, Madrid. 

67 Workshop on Membrane Fusion. 
Organizers: V. Malhotra andA. Velasco. 

68 Workshop on DNA Repair and Genome 
lnstability. 
Organizers: T. Lindahl and C. Pueyo. 

69 Advanced course on Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biology of Non-Conventional 
Yeasts. 
Organizers: C. Gancedo, J . M. Siverio and 
J. M. Cregg. 

70 Workshop on Principies of Neural 
lntegration. 
Organizers: C. D. Gilbert, G. Gasic and C. 
Acuña. 

71 Workshop on Programmed Gene 
Rearrangement: Site-Specific Recom
bination. 
Organizers : J. C. Alonso and N. D. F. 
Grindley. 

72 Workshop on Plant Morphogenesis. 
Organizers: M. Van Montagu and J. L. 
Mico l. 

73 Workshop on Development and Evo
lution. 
Organizers: G. Morata and W. J . Gehring. 

74 Workshop on Plant Viroids and Viroid
Like Satellite RNAs from Plants, 
Animals and Fungi. 
Organizers: R. Flores and H. L. Sanger. 

75 1997 Annual Report. 

76 Workshop on lnitiation of Replication 
in Prokaryotic Extrachromosomal 
Elements. 
Organizers: M. Espinosa, R. Díaz-Orejas, 
D. K. Chattoraj and E. G. H. Wagner. 

77 Workshop on Mechanisms lnvolved in 
Visual Perception. 
Organizers: J . Cudeiro andA. M. Sillito. 

78 Workshop on Notch/Lin-12 Signalling. 
Organizers: A. Martínez Arias, J. Modolell 
and S. Campuzano. 

79 Workshop on Membrane Protein 
lnsertion, Folding and Dynamics. 
Organizers: J. L. R. Arrondo, F. M. Goñi , 
B. De Kruijff and B. A. Wallace. 

80 Workshop on Plasmodesmata and 
Transport of Plant Viruses and Plant 
Macromolecules. 
Organizers : F. García-Arenal , K. J . 
Oparka and P.Palukaitis. 

81 Workshop on Cellular Regulatory 
Mechanisms: Choices, Time and Space. 
Organizers: P. Nurse and S. Moreno. 

82 Workshop on Wiring the Brain: Mecha
nisms that Control the Generation of 
Neural Specificity. 
Organizers : C. S. Goodman and R. 
Gallego. 

83 Workshop on Bacteria! Transcription 
Factors lnvolved in Global Regulation. 
Organizers: A. lshiharna, R. Kolter and M. 
Vicente . 

84 Workshop on Nitric Oxide: From Disco
very to the Clinic. 
Organizers: S. Moneada and S. Lamas. 

85 Workshop on Chromatin and DNA 
Modification: Plant Gene Expression 
and Silencing. 
Organizers: T. C. Hall , A. P. Wolffe, R. J. 
Ferl and M. A. Vega-Palas. 

86 Workshop on Transcription Factors in 
Lymphocyte Development and Function. 
Organizers: J. M. Redondo, P. Matthias 
and S. Pettersson. 
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87 Workshop on Novel Approaches to 
Study Plant Growth Factors. 
Organizers: J. Schell and A. F. Tiburcio. 

88 Workshop on Structure and Mecha
nisms of Ion Channels. 
Organizers : J . Lerma, N. Unwin and R. 
MacKinnon. 

89 Workshop on Protein Folding. 
Organizers: A. R. Fersht, M. Rico and L. 
Serrano. 

90 1998 Annual Report. 

91 Workshop on Eukaryotic Antibiotic 
Peptides. 
Organizers : J. A. Hoffmann, F. Garcia
Oimedo and L. Rivas. 

92 Workshop on Regulation of Protein 
Synthesis in Eukaryotes. 
Organizers: M. W. Hentze, N. Sonenberg 
and C. de Haro. 

* · Out of Stock. 
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The Centre for International Meetings on Biology 

was created within the 

Instituto Juan March de Estudios e Investigaciones, 

a private foundation speciali zed in scientific activities 

which complements the cultural · work 

of the Fundación Juan March. 

The Centre endeavours to actively and 

sistematically promote cooperation among Spanish 

and foreign scientists working in the field of Biology, 

through the organization of Workshops, Lecture 

and Experimental Courses, Seminars, 

Symposia and the Juan March Lectures on Biology. 

From 1989 through 1998, a 

total of 123 meetings and 1 O 

Juan March Lecture Cycles, all 

dealing with a wide range of 

subjects of biological interest, 

were organized within the 

scope of the Centre. 
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The lectures summarized in this publication 
were presented hy their authors at a workshop 
held on the 22 11d through the 2411J of March, /999, 
at the Instituto Juan March. 

All published articles are exact 
reproduction of author's text. 

There is a limited edition of 400 copies 
of this volume, availab!e free of charge. 


